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SUMMARY 
Study Overview 
Williamson County is conducting a study to consider connections for east/west travel between 
SH 130 and FM 3349 and north/south travel to US 79. Under Precinct 4 Commissioner Russ 
Boles’ leadership, the study area has been rightsized to become the Southeast Loop Study. A 
public open house was held on Monday, June 24, 2019 from 4:00 to 7:00 p.m. at the Hutto ISD 
Performing Arts Center, 101 FM 685, Hutto, TX 78634. 

The purpose of this meeting was to share a preferred route concept and gather public 
feedback. Approximately 258 people signed in, and approximately 45 additional people 
attended the meeting but preferred not to sign in. The sign-in sheets from the meeting are 
included in Attachment C.  

Public Input 
The public comment period took place from June 24 to July 9, 2019. During this time, 
comments could be submitted through written comment cards shared at the meeting and via 
mail or email. 

Comments Received: 
• 43 written comment cards
• 35 comment submitted by email
• 5 comments submitted by mail

Comments and responses are included in Attachment A, and all comments received are 
included in Attachment D. 

Meeting Notice and Public Outreach 
Several methods were used to notify the public of the meeting. Copies are included in 
Attachment B.  

Advertisements 
Print ads in English were published the week of June 2 in the: 

• Taylor Daily Press
• Williamson County Sun
• Community Impact

Postcards 
A postcard was mailed on May 30, 2019 to 6,769 property owners within the study area or who 
had previously indicated that they would like to receive study information. 
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Email 
An email notification was sent from the roads@wilco.org email address on May 29, 2019, and a 
reminder to share comments and view materials online was sent on July 2, 2019.  

Social Media 
Social media notifications were posted to the Williamson County Facebook and Twitter 
accounts on May 29, 2019 and June 19, 2019.  

Additional Notifications 
Williamson County issued a press release, held a press conference, and updated the Williamson 
County webpage with meeting information on May 29, 2019. 

Open House  
The open house format allowed attendees to come-and-go as they pleased. Registration tables 
were set up for attendees to sign in and receive a Growth at a Glance fact sheet. Project team 
members offered to walk the public through informational boards and maps and to answer any 
questions. The display boards, handouts, and maps are included in Attachment E.  

Attendees were encouraged to share input by: 
• Submitting written comment cards at the meeting
• Emailing comments to roads@wilco.org
• Mailing comments to Williamson County Public Information Office

710 S. Main Street, Suite 101, Georgetown, TX 78626 
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ATTACHMENT A 
Comment Response Matrix 

Comments and input received through July 9, 2019 are included in this report. Comments 
received after July 9, 2019 will be evaluated by the project team and considered as the study 
moves forward. 

The following table addresses comments received through: 
• Written comments submitted at the public open house
• Mail
• Email

Williamson County is taking all comments into consideration. Please use any of the following 
methods to contact us:  

• Email: roads@wilco.org
• Mail: Williamson County Public Information Office

710 S. Main Street, Suite 101, Georgetown, TX 78626
• Phone: 512-943-1195 (leave a message to request a call back within 48 hrs.)

For additional information on the studies please visit our website at www.wilco.org/seloop. 



Commenter 
Number

Commenter Name Date Received Source Comment Comment Topic Response

1 A resident in the Taylor area 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Taylor should NOT be paying for this project. It is not a benefit for most people. We 
have roads that need to be fixed first in our city. The developers/Railpark group 
should pay for it. This road is not necessary. It will ruin many people's 
homes/farms. It will add to flooding. This is ruining quality of life for people in the 
name of developing more expensive housing. 

We should be working on public transit to alleviate traffic, not building yet another 
road. Why are we adding to congestion?? Light rail, metro, etc. is the answer, not 
cutting through properties of established homes.

Funding
Impacts to property and heritage
Flooding
Public transit 

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. The County has 
a Long-Range Transportation Plan that includes corridor studies such as the Southeast Loop Study. Additional 
modes of transportation may be considered through separate studies. 

The County is pursuing various funding opportunities for the Southeast Loop from local, state, and federal sources. 

2 Acord, Robert & Julia 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

First - thank you Christen for the info and helping clarify misinformation which 
leads us to our 1st complaint all the misleading info being floated, even at this 
meeting ours neighbors are being told something different than what Christen told 
us. Transparency people!!!
1) 138 is already backed up. don't wait til the end to address
2) a raised hyway will only add to the noise- please no
3) drainage in Lakeside is horrible. our yards all flood on Estate Cove. Our yard gets 
knee high at times.
4) sound is a huge concern. we paid extra to be on a quiet culdesac. 
? we are told our road in the culdesac stays in tack [sic] is that correct?

Public input process
Congestion 
Noise concerns 
Drainage and flooding
Impacts to property 

For the most current information on the Southeast Loop, please visit the County's Southeast Loop webpage 
https://www.wilco.org/Departments/Infrastructure/County-Engineer-Road-and-Bridge/Corridor-
Projects/Southeast-Loop or email roads@wilco.org with any project questions.  

Phase 1 improvements will take into account traffic on CR 138. 

Noise impacts will be analyzed and addressed during the design phase of the main lanes. The frontage road will 
stay similar to the current configuration of CR 138.

Analysis of potential drainage improvements will take place during the design phase, and the County will consider 
the new Atlas 14 data, which takes into account the most recent rainfall data. 

The Estate Cove cul-de-sac is anticipated to remain intact (with no connection to the new roadway). 

3 Anonymous 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

 End of Spring Valley Public input Comment noted. 

4 Anonymous 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Public input Added to email list. Comment noted. 

5 Anonymous 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

I believe this to be a big money maker for individuals who purchased land in the 
1990's. It is ill planned and people will pay higher taxes- we'll become California. 
As far as walking trails along the Brushy - who is legelly [sic] obligated for the water 
moccassins, coral snakes and rattlers? My property extends to to middle of Brushy 
Creek - 
Our elected officials are living in a dream world - and do not represent me. They 
are influenced by City Councils, foreign labor, but I pay their salary. I'am [sic] only 
one farmer who will be hurt - the world is fed by our farmers in and around Hutto. 
And yet we elected public officials who are out of touch and could care less after 
we've paid taxes and their salary for decades.

Impacts to property and heritage
Environmental impacts
Elected officials

The Southeast Loop Study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 and 
north/south travel to US 79. This study will address the tremendous amount of growth and immediate 
transportation needs in the Hutto and Taylor areas. Over the last several months, the project team has gathered 
additional data and conducted further engineering analysis to select and refine this route concept. Next steps 
include environmental analysis and fieldwork, which will take into account wildlife and flooding among other 
elements.

During the past decade, Williamson County has budgeted through bonds and their general budget to purchase 
right of way (ROW) and build roads across the County to address growth. The County is being fiscally responsible 
by planning ahead and buying ROW before major development occurs. 
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Commenter 
Number

Commenter Name Date Received Source Comment Comment Topic Response

6 Anonymous 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

The truth behind the "loop", to give Preferred Access for the Private businesses 
that could  populate the Taylor Logistics Park, paid for by us. Whilst destroying the 
lives and agricultural economy which Williamson County and the State of Texas was 
founded on. The Logistics park in theory, is A complete economic fallacy in this 
market and climate, dreamed up by someONE or a few people in far away 
boardrooms and in mansions who will benefit, even more than they already have. If 
a company can afford to move and operate a successful large scale logistics 
business they can operate at night or shifted hours -logically- and pay for 
improvements themselves if necessary. The traffic only gets worse going south, 
starting at gattis school (the point of spur) and on to San Antonio compounding 
traffic on 130 and IH35 for the current residents who commute. Numerous 
independent studies and the Mayor of Austin have blatantly stated that road 
constructuon for single rider commuters can not and will not ever keep up with 
growth. The "projections" and "studies" they reference are based on the 
assumption of Maximum growth projections for an area, including that which will 
result from the road itself, sounds kind of funny because it is. The companies hired 
to do the studies benefit from more projects, that is simple to understand. 
Furthermore the "loop" is slated and connected to foreign developers who plan to 
spread strip centers, tract housing, storage units, etc. with little to NO return to the 
current residents. Also laying the groundwork by securing "legal" rights for Right of 
Way, Eminent domain, condemnation of private property, and large scale 
destruction and "permitting" of Prime Farmland for a major toll road -equal to 130- 
running east to west but has has not been accepted on to Milam county as they 
recognize the destruction of hundreds (eventually thousands) of farms and 
complete economic by-pass away from local business this will create for every city 
along 79.

Impacts to property and heritage
Funding
Traffic congestion
Future planning and growth

The Southeast Loop Study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 and 
north/south travel to US 79. This study will address the tremendous amount of growth and immediate 
transportation needs in the Hutto and Taylor areas. Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the 
state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 
more than Hays County. In addition, there has been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new 
employers moving to the area.

The Southeast Loop, which is a County road, not a toll road, is expected to be built in phases as additional lanes 
are needed and as funding allows. The first phase of the project will be a two to three-lane road: one lane in each 
direction and potentially a center turn lane. Future phases of construction will include a second frontage road, 
which will create divided lanes for each direction, and mainlanes will be added if the County continues to grow 
and the need arises.

Additional modes of transportation may be considered through separate studies. 

During the past decade, Williamson County has budgeted through bonds and their general budget to purchase 
right of way (ROW) and build roads across the County to address growth. The County is being fiscally responsible 
by planning ahead and buying ROW before major development occurs. 

7 Benoit, Lori Duhs 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

1. The drawings shows a "shared-use path/ultility corridor" along the frontage road 
for the INITIAL phase. I believe this is very important to include this in the beginning 
at the start. Please make sure initial funding includes this. Among other things, the 
lower income folks in the area walk and bicycle to all the business for work such as 
the HEB super-center shopping strip. Also, I believe more people would bicycle and 
walk if a dedicated space was given to increase safety of being on the road with 
dangerous vehicles. 
2. Please use the least lighting possible as you move away from Toll 130. Use "Dark 
Sky" lights that are more directional & aim for straight down & not out. Thank you, 
Lori   6-24-2019

Public input process
Shared use path
Dark Skies lighting

The Southeast Loop is expected to be built in phases as additional lanes are needed and as funding allows. The 
first phase of the project will be a two to three-lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn 
lane. Future phases of construction will include a second frontage road, which will create divided lanes for each 
direction, and mainlanes will be added if the County continues to grow and the need arises. Depending on funding 
sources for Phase 1 project, a shared use path may be included in the initial phase.  
 
The County does not typically use roadway lighting in rural areas.  If used, roadway lighting will be determined 
during the design phase of this project and implemented according to state and federal standards and 
requirements.

8 Bonnet, Teressa 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Teressa Bonnet - via Mary Ann Melton
Concerns about lots of traffic and potential accidents
1) Build Phase 1 on the Northside - wonderful if it happen
2) If you put it on the southside, then a barrier or wall would be needed for safety 
and sound

She has a 3-year old grandson that plays near the southside of the possible road. 
Please build north -
- notes via - 

Congestion
Safety concerns
Construction phases
Impacts to property
Noise Concerns

The Southeast Loop is expected to be built in phases as additional lanes are needed and as funding allows. The 
first phase of the project will be a two to three-lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn 
lane. Which side of the right of way the lanes will be built on first will be determined during the design phase. 
Future phases of construction will include a second frontage road, which will create divided lanes for each 
direction, and mainlanes will be added if Williamson County continues to grow and the need arises. 

There will be 20 feet of space between the proposed right of way line and the pavement to provide space for 
utilities and shared use path. 

Noise impacts will be analyzed and addressed during the design phase of the main lanes.
9 Cantlon, Jennifer 

Davies, Larry E
6/24/2019 Open House

Comment Card
1) If this highway is build next to my house, I have concerns about: 
A - Noise 
B - Traffic on Dana Dr. 
C - Decrease in value of my property

2) We moved to Hutto in September of 2016 -
- This was to be my retirement home. 
- I just had a "15,000." roof put on my house.
- What about the improvements I've done?

We moved here to get away from the traffic, noise .. etc .. of Austin & of course less 
taxes!!

Noise concerns
Traffic congestion
Impacts to property

Noise impacts will be analyzed and addressed during the design phase of the main lanes.  Phase 1 improvements 
will take into account traffic on CR 138.  

Directly impacted property owners will engage in the right of way (ROW) acquisition process with Williamson 
County. The formal acquisition process involves independent appraisals and a negotiation process between the 
property owner and the County. Specific characteristics of each parcel are reviewed by an independent, licensed 
appraiser to determine the fair market value for each parcel along the proposed ROW. Any impact of the project 
on the remaining property after the acquisition and construction of the proposed road facility will also be 
reviewed. 
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Commenter 
Number

Commenter Name Date Received Source Comment Comment Topic Response

10 Cervenka, Abigail 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

I'd like to begin by stating I was not even informed of this meeting and I live within 
just a few miles of the study area. It would completely disrupt my life and my farm. 
That's not transparency. Second, to whoever is reading this, in hopes that you are a 
decent human being, I will let you in on the secret that your bosses are trying to 
keep from you. This project is based on an invented need. This project goes back 
directly to benefit some individuals in power. Russ Boles is undergoing this project 
specifically to reach his real estate developments. How the f*** is that in the best 
interest of the people? That's insider trading. Or take Judge Hobbs or county 
attorney Hobbs who stand to develop on their land on the land they stole from Ima 
Lee Sorenson when she, an ailing widow was too sick to protest the signing over of 
her entire property to them. Go all the way back to Frank Limmer who has been 
trying this crap since dinosaurs roamed the earth. This is just the same old story of 
power and greed allowing the few to violate the rights of the many. If you have any 
ethics, look up Frankie Limmer, Ima Lee Sorenson, etc. and see what kind of people 
you are working for.

Notification process
Impacts to property and heritage
Opposition to project

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. The Southeast 
Loop Study addresses the tremendous amount of growth and immediate transportation needs in the Hutto and 
Taylor areas. 

The County utilized multiple tools to notify the public of the public open house that took place on June 24 
including advertisements in the Taylor Daily Press, Williamson County Sun and Community Impact, a postcard 
mailed out to 6,769 property owners within the study area or who had previously indicated that they would like to 
receive study information, several email blasts to the Southeast Loop database, social media posts on Facebook 
and Twitter, a press conference held on May 29, and the Southeast Loop County webpage was updated to reflect 
the upcoming open house. 

Commissioner Boles has previously worked and continues to work in commercial real estate. He has asked the 
County's attorney if there are any conflicts of interest and they have concluded that there are none in regard to 
the Southeast Loop Study. 

11 Clark, Whitney 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

1) We need more information and specific plans/facts, etc. for the Lakeside Estates 
neighborhood
2) How tall is the elevated road? 
3) How will ingress & egress to the neighborhood (Lakeside Estates) be effected?
4)Will property owners be compinsated [sic] in some way for the decrease in 
quality of life during this time along with decrease in property values?
5) Transparency is everything!!!
6) Where is the funding coming from?
7) Where will this project begin? At 130 or 79?

Lakeside Estates impacts and access
Funding sources
Roadway configuration

Phase 1 design of the road is the next phase of the project and will include more details regarding any 
modifications to exits and entrances at the Lakeside Estates neighborhood at CR 138. The project team met with 
the Board of the Lakeside Estates Neighborhood Association on September 18, 2019 to discuss impacts to the 
neighborhood and further discuss the project's timeline.

The schematic design will show approximate elevation information of the roadway. As we move further into 
design, the County will share more detailed information as it becomes available. Construction phasing has not yet 
been identified; however, the first phase of the project will be a two to three-lane road: one lane in each direction 
and potentially a center turn lane. Future phases of construction will include a second frontage road, which will 
create divided lanes for each direction, and mainlanes will be added if the County continues to grow and the need 
arises.

Directly impacted property owners will engage in the right of way (ROW) acquisition process with Williamson 
County. The formal acquisition process involves independent appraisals and a negotiation process between the 
property owner and the County. Specific characteristics of each parcel are reviewed by an independent, licensed 
appraiser to determine the fair market value for each parcel along the proposed ROW. Any impact of the project 
on the remaining property after the acquisition and construction of the proposed road facility will also be 
reviewed. 

The County is pursuing various funding opportunities for the Southeast Loop from local, state, and federal sources. 

First phase of the project will be improvements at segments closest to SH 130 and US 79.  

12 Eubanks, Micki 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

It’s obvious that the planned southeast loop is solely for the benefit of the 
developers of the Hutto Megasite and other planned commercial development, 
rather than the safety and traffic flow for the tax paying residents of Williamson 
County, who will be paying for said road. This loop is not needed and should be 
reconsidered. The noise and air pollution it will create will be a detriment to the 
wildlife, farms, and quality of life for those who live in Eastern Williamson County. 
It's a shame that development is going to ruin the very thing that makes our area so 
special. Our farmland and wildlife should be protected, not sold out to the highest 
bidder. Many cities and counties - like Flower Mound, TX and Portland, OR - have 
successfully implemented growth boundaries to contain sprawl and protect the 
vital farmland that is such a crucial part of their economies. 

Opposition to project
Environmental impacts
Noise concerns
Impacts to property and heritage
Future growth and planning

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. The Southeast 
Loop Study addresses the tremendous amount of growth and immediate transportation needs in the Hutto and 
Taylor areas. This study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 and north/south 
travel to US 79 to accommodate for the growth in the area.

The County is pursuing various funding opportunities for the Southeast Loop from local, state, and federal sources. 

Next steps include environmental analysis and fieldwork, which will take into account wildlife and flooding among 
other elements. Noise impacts will be analyzed and addressed during the design phase of the main lanes.

In Texas, counties do not have zoning authority. Only cities can zone within their city limits. 
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Commenter 
Number

Commenter Name Date Received Source Comment Comment Topic Response

13 Evans, Lucas 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Off-set tree removal at Brushy Creek Crossing. Plant at least or move old growth 
pecan trees. You are destroying extremely rare old growth pecan stands. Old 
growth. Gone.

Tree preservation
Environmental impacts

Next steps in the study include environmental analysis and fieldwork, which will take into account wildlife and 
flooding among other elements. 

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

14 Fitzpatrick, Kate 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

The area s/east of 137 is environmentally beautiful & sensitive w/ all sorts of 
trees (rare in Hutto), animals, drainage into the Creek, etc. Dev [sic] the 
subdivision areas & let the little area left entice a better class of people to at least 
some area of Hutto & preserve a few places for wildlife. 
Not all of Hutto needs to be the same. Making the only nice area of Hutto an 
industrial area is a crime. 
*Widen 137 both N & S. Hut Rowe to the south, cut across N. of the amphitheater 
to 1660 & widen that to intersect w/ the new toll rd

Environmental impacts 
Impacts to property and heritage
Suggestions for roadway configuration

The Southeast Loop Study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 and 
north/south travel to US 79. This study will address the tremendous amount of growth and immediate 
transportation needs in the Hutto and Taylor areas. Over the last several months, the project team has gathered 
additional data and conducted further engineering analysis to select and refine this route concept. Next steps in 
the study include environmental analysis and fieldwork, which will take into account wildlife and flooding among 
other elements. Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as 
environmental factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

FM 1660 and CR 137 are on the City of Hutto's Mobility Master Plan (June 2018) as future major collector streets.  
The Southeast Loop would be in addition to those improvements. 

15 Sager, Vangie 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Property 
134 & 1660 North of Bubba Barnes Corner

Public input Comment noted. 

16 George, Jeff 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

My property is on the creek and is going to be taken away - the best of my land - 
hoping that someone will understand the value of the land to me - 40+ years now 
it's gone! 
Thank you, Jeff George

Impacts to property and heritage Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

Directly impacted property owners will engage in the right of way (ROW) acquisition process with Williamson 
County. The formal acquisition process involves independent appraisals and a negotiation process between the 
property owner and the County. Specific characteristics of each parcel are reviewed by an independent, licensed 
appraiser to determine the fair market value for each parcel along the proposed ROW. Any impact of the project 
on the remaining property after the acquisition and construction of the proposed road facility will also be 
reviewed. 

17 George, Jeff 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Thank you I just found out that your new road is running approx: 100' from my 
front door. Just on the north side of brushy creek where you built a new park and 
just started a new housing development there was not anything there before you 
did that. No houses no nothing. So now you are destroying peoples life that have 
been here 30 to 40 year's [sic]. I guess I be a Hutto "Homeless Person" now in the 
near future. 
Jeff M George

Impacts to property and heritage Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. 

In Texas, counties do not have zoning authority. Only cities can zone within their city limits. 

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

18 Gindin, Mark 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

It looks well-thought through. There may be some objections, but a road is 
definitely needed. The less you can burden the tax-payer is better. We hope it is 
not a toll road. It is better to send traffic along quickly instead of clog up rural 
roads.

Not sure what is best notification, but our emails should all be on file by now.

Support for project
Toll road
Notification process

The Southeast Loop, which is a County road, not a toll road, is expected to be built in phases as additional lanes 
are needed and as funding allows.

During the past decade, Williamson County has budgeted through bonds and their general budget to purchase 
right of way (ROW) and build roads across the County to address growth. The County is being fiscally responsible 
by planning ahead and buying ROW before major development occurs. 
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Commenter 
Number

Commenter Name Date Received Source Comment Comment Topic Response

19 Gross, Ginger 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

My primary concern is taking out good productive farm land to create huge roads 
where they are not needed. There sure seem to be other roads that could be 
expanded to solve the traffic problem without taking out homes & farms at a much 
smaller cost! It sure looks like a lot of this SE Loop was created for future 
developments which will also cause future flooding as it has done in so many small 
communities all over Texas. And I have my doubts about the public input in stage 1 
of this plan. When did that happen & how much was that advertised? I am praying 
that people making the decisions are thinking about what's really good, right, and 
fair for all the people; including farm families of Wil. Co, including east Wil. Co, and 
not just thinking of lining their pocketbooks through investments. That would be 
sad!

Opposition to project
Impacts to property and heritage
Flooding
Public input process

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. The Southeast 
Loop Study addresses the tremendous amount of growth and immediate transportation needs in the Hutto and 
Taylor areas. 

This study kicked off as two separate corridor studies in 2017. The A-1 open house was held on June 6, 2017 and 
had approximately 114 attendees. To promote the open house: letters were sent to 183 stakeholders, an open 
house flyer was distributed to 1,024 homes, email notifications were sent to the distribution list, advertisements 
were published in the Wilco Sun, Pflugerville Pflag, and Hutto/Taylor Press, and a press release was issued by 
Williamson County. The E-1 open house was held on June 27, 2017 and had approximately 266 attendees. To 
promote the open house: postcards were mailed out to 732 property owners within the study area, two 
advertisements were published in the Taylor Daily Press and the Wilco Sun, email notifications were sent out to 
the distribution address, Williamson County issued a press release, and social media posts were shared on 
Facebook, Twitter, and Nextdoor. Upon reviewing the study areas of each corridor, the County decided that there 
was enough overlap to combine the studies. A third open house was held for the combined A-1/E-1 study. There 
were approximately 266 attendees and the event was promoted using multiple channels including advertisements 
in the Taylor Daily Press and Wilco Sun, 7,188 postcards mailed to property owners, email notifications sent to the 
distribution list, a message on Nextdoor, and a Williamson County press release.

Construction phasing has not yet been identified; however, the first phase of the project will be a two to three-
lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn lane. Future phases of construction will include 
a second frontage road, which will create divided lanes for each direction, and mainlanes will be added if the 
County continues to grow and the need arises. 

20 Guzman, Sandra 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

I live off of Cty Rd 138 on Little Lake. Every morning I have 2 go up 2 blocks on Dana 
to semi-safely exit left on 138 towards 1660. With ↑ in housing developments 
along 1660/Pflugerville side? more house proposed (500) near riverwalk area *my 
concern is if this loop is funded how it will either make an entrance or exit out of 
lakeside more difficult. While loop study is to alleviate traffic on 79 *please keep in 
mind that people that live in Lakeside (Hutto/Pf. side) already are faced w/ not 
enough lanes and ↑ in traffic flow. Hopefully this will be kept in mind as you begin 
phases of the  project. Thank you for your time.

Safety concerns
Funding
Traffic congestion

Phase 1 design of the road is the next phase of the project and will include more details regarding any 
modifications to the exits and entrances at the Lakeside Estates neighborhood at CR 138. Construction phasing has 
not yet been identified; however, the first phase of the project will be a two to three-lane road: one lane in each 
direction and potentially a center turn lane. Future phases of construction will include a second frontage road, 
which will create divided lanes for each direction, and mainlanes will be added if the County continues to grow 
and the need arises.  Phase 1 improvements will take into account traffic and safety concerns on CR 138. As we 
move further into design, the County will share more detailed design information as it becomes available. 

21 Jacaruso, William 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Disapointment [sic] does not begin to describe my feelings regarding this project. 
My 8.12 acres is a place where 200 year old oaks and large mouth bass call home. 
But your project will replace those with pavement, congestion and pollution. It 
doesn't seem right - no matter what "greater good" you think you're serving -

Opposition to project
Environmental impacts
Impacts to property and heritage

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

Over the last several months, the project team has gathered additional data and conducted further engineering 
analysis to select and refine this route concept. Next steps include environmental analysis and fieldwork, which 
will take into account wildlife and flooding among other elements.

22 Janecka, Albert 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Why isn't the road located to the west, following CR 134 or CR 132? Hutto wants 
this road as a loop to ease traffic through town. Put it closer to Hutto and let them 
help pay for it. 

And what happened to the two lanes and a turn lane Commissioner Boles said the 
road would be?

Route suggestions
Traffic congestion
Funding

The Southeast Loop is a County project, separate from the City of Hutto's proposed arterial road near CR 132.  An 
arterial road is meant to deliver traffic from collector/local roads to larger roadway facilities like the Southeast 
Loop.  Both roadways are needed to accommodate anticipated traffic growth.  The Southeast Loop is expected to 
be built in phases as additional lanes are needed and as funding allows. The first phase of the project will be a two 
to three-lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn lane. Future phases of construction will 
include a second frontage road, which will create divided lanes for each direction, and mainlanes will be added if 
the County continues to grow and the need arises.
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23 Key, Jeff and Tamara 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

1. Taylor is highest taxed city in County.
2. Williamson Co. highest taxed county in the state.
3. Why! is Taylor, Hutto dollars part in more $ than Cedar Park participation in this? 
They have the commercial $ to draw from. We're drawing $ from farmers. 
4. Obvious you (county) didn't plan ahead.
5. Taking private property for tax purposes & growth is against the Texas 
Constitution.
6. How is Russ Boles Commissioner able to do this when he is a real estate agent.
7. Travis County did this now they have no agricultural land left. Why are you doing 
this besides to commercialize for contractors and you benefit by our payment and 
taxes. 
Very sad!

Taxes
Funding
Impacts to property
Future growth

In the most recent Texas Comptroller information available, Williamson County's effective tax rate ranked #192 
out of 254 counties in Texas, with #1 being the highest effective tax rate. 
(https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/property-tax/rates/)

The Southeast Loop Study addresses the tremendous amount of growth and immediate transportation needs in 
the Hutto and Taylor areas. 

Commissioner Boles has previously worked and continues to work in commercial real estate. He has asked the 
County's attorney if there are any conflicts of interest and they have concluded that there are none in regard to 
the Southeast Loop Study. 

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. The County is 
pursuing various funding opportunities for the Southeast Loop from local, state, and federal sources.  The County 
is being fiscally responsible by planning ahead and buying ROW before major development occurs. 

24 Kimbrough, Charles 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

I live adjacent to CR 138 on the Travis County side. I would like to be contacted 
regarding what the expected impact to my property would be. 

Request for follow-up
Impacts to property

The project team will contact you to discuss potential impacts. 

25 Lee, Don 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Like to know time line route 1 Project timeline Next steps for the Southeast Loop Study include, conducting fieldwork analyses such as environmental, historical, 
and survey work, and finalizing the route. Williamson County will begin the right of way acquisition process with 
willing sellers and expects to begin construction of the first phase within five years. 

Construction phasing has not yet been identified; however, the first phase of the project will be a two to three-
lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn lane. Future phases of construction will include 
a second frontage road, which will create divided lanes for each direction, and mainlanes will be added if the 
County continues to grow and the need arises.

26 Lessner, Wynette Norman 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Concern about flooding in Norman's Crossing. Flooding from runoff is a serious 
problem now. Homes that have never flooded ever are at serious risk. Residents 
have had to be air-lifted during flooding multiple times. Serious planning has to be 
done to prevent loss of life and property!

Flooding
Safety concerns

The Southeast Loop Study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 and 
north/south travel to US 79. This study will address the tremendous amount of growth and immediate 
transportation needs in the Hutto and Taylor areas.  Over the last several months, the project team has gathered 
additional data and conducted further engineering analysis to select and refine this route concept. Next steps 
include environmental analysis and fieldwork, which will take into account wildlife and flooding among other 
elements. 

Analysis of potential drainage improvements will also take place during the design phase and the County will 
consider the new Atlas 14 data, which takes into account the most current rainfall data.

27 Louis, Kelly 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Would like more stats on how this helps - this is clearly for development and does 
not benefit the citizens of Hutto. Hutto does not want the homes, land, & 
businesses compromised for development - need more public forum discussions 
and need all the information. Information has been poorly shared with the public

Future planning 
Public input process
Opposition to project 
Notification process

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. The Southeast 
Loop Study addresses the tremendous amount of growth and immediate transportation needs in the Hutto and 
Taylor areas. This study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 and north/south 
travel to US 79 to accommodate for the growth. 

Thank you for your feedback regarding the sharing of information.  We will implement changes for future County 
projects.  

28 Loveless, Josh & DeeDee 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

We moved to Hutto for it’s small town family feel. To retire here in our home and 
raise grandchildren. Now this Loop is being presented and will ultimitly [sic] take 
my whole property. How can you expect people to want to move here when you 
are taking property from those who already live here. This is disrupting livelihoods 
and historic farms that have been here for generations. If this bond passes, we will 
be forced from our home that we love and will leave Hutto! Leave Hutto! Our 
business, our banking, our love for this town. Gone. This is not a great way to treat 
your fellow townsman.

Opposition to project
Impacts to property and heritage

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

29 Mason, Daron 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Hutto trail goes through our land at two points - Cotton Wood Creek & Brushy 
Creek. Like to know more about this. 

Impacts to property
Request for follow-up

Per the Williamson County Master Trail Plan, a trail is proposed along Brushy Creek and Cottonwood Creek; 
however, funding for these trails has not been identified nor a study completed on moving forward with these 
projects.  For more information on County Parks projects, please visit http://www.wilco.org/parks. 
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30 Melton, Mary Ann 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

1) On Jakes Hill Road, less expensive if you route property a little farther south - so 
you don’t take the large property that is in the middle of construction right now -
2) Concerns about route through farmland. Route along property lines to avoid 
stranding sections of land making it more difficult or impossible to farm small 
segments - 
3) Breaking up or destroying heritage farms - land that has been worked on by 
same family for generations - please go around such property
4) Please take into consideration homeowners where the road will run very close to 
their homes Please put in sound bar

Route suggestions
Impacts to property and heritage
Noise concerns

At the beginning of this project in 2017, Williamson County asked the community to draw route options on a map. 
Through engineering analysis and community feedback, routes were refined and eliminated. 

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

Noise impacts will be analyzed and addressed during the design phase of the main lanes.

31 Peterson, Peggy 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

I own 19+ acres of which the rear portion (6 acres) of my property is being taken by 
the loop. The acquisition divides my property into two (2) parts. I will not be able to 
access the new north tract (2-3 acres). The total of usable property would be about 
6 acres. Currently and for 20 years have had an Ag. exemption which I will lose & 
my property taxes will double. From map displayed 6/24/19 (open house) unable to 
determine how functional elements (barn, riding arena, home & loafing shed) will 
be impacted. Unknown if payment for acquisition includes just the section of land 
for road or will include north section that will become unusable. TOTALLY AGAINST 
THIS PROJECT! The comments above only scratch the surface and do not constitute 
the entire list of concerns or comments. Open house should have been structured 
to have a speaker discuss/inform by walking property owners through posters & 
explain the process and the fact this is a 10 lane highway.

Impacts to property and heritage
Taxes
Opposition to project
Public input process

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

Directly impacted property owners will engage in the right of way (ROW) acquisition process with Williamson 
County. The formal acquisition process involves independent appraisals and a negotiation process between the 
property owner and the County. Specific characteristics of each parcel are reviewed by an independent, licensed 
appraiser to determine the fair market value for each parcel along the proposed ROW. Any impact of the project 
on the remaining property after the acquisition and construction of the proposed road facility will also be 
reviewed.   For properties that are split by the roadway, driveway access to remainder properties will be provided.

Construction phasing has not yet been identified; however, the first phase of the project will be a two to three-
lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn lane. Future phases of construction will include 
a second frontage road, which will create divided lanes for each direction, and mainlanes will be added if the 
County continues to grow and the need arises. As we move further into design, the County will share more 
detailed design information as it becomes available. 

32 Randig, Juneva 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Flooding on my land with 1.5 " of rain
Too much western concrete

Flooding Analysis of potential drainage improvements will also take place during the design phase and the County will 
consider the new Atlas 14 data, which takes into account the most current rainfall data.

33 Randig, Juneva 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Hutto Flooding from West - 
Taxes in Williamson county are way too high - 
San francisco scenario in place - mortgage & taxes too high - 
People will leave - 
I hear this daily - 
Home prices will decrease below what they once - 
C.R. 101 - Total mess from no ditches being maintained by county & 18 wheelers -

Flooding
Taxes
Impacts to property
Road conditions and maintenance

Analysis of potential drainage improvements will also take place during the design phase and the County will 
consider the new Atlas 14 data, which takes into account the most recent rainfall data.

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. 

In the most recent Texas Comptroller information available, Williamson County's effective tax rate ranked #192 
out of 254 counties in Texas, with #1 being the highest effective tax rate. 
(https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/property-tax/rates/)

CR 101 between US 79 and Chandler Road has been annexed and is maintained by the City of Taylor.  
Reconstruction of CR 101 between Chandler Road and US 79 is expected to begin in early 2020 and will address 
the current condition of the road.  Anticipated completion is late 2020.

34 Rinehart, Donna 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Please consider using land on West Side of FM 3349 for road. Why take someone's 
home on the East Side. (or have a road at the front door!)

Why is this road not going on FM 973 where land is already bought! Check it out!

Route suggestions The right of way width varies but is evenly split along FM 3349. 

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

FM 973 is a TxDOT facility.  The County agrees that it should be widened and has requested that TxDOT move 
forward with a project to widen FM 973 from Taylor to US 290.  The Southeast Loop would be in addition to those 
improvements.  

35 Rinehart, Robert 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Why would you not purchase land on the west side of FM 3349 to prevent 
homeowners on the east side to have a road at their front doorsteps!

Route suggestions
Impacts to property

The right of way width varies but is evenly split along FM 3349. 

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 
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36 Roberts, Jill 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

I wish there was another path that did not put it on top of people's houses and our 
neighborhoods. Im sure there is a better idea. Thank you

Impacts to property At the beginning of this project in 2017, Williamson County asked the community to draw route options on a map. 
Through engineering analysis and community feedback, routes were refined and eliminated. 

The Southeast Loop Study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 and 
north/south travel to US 79. This study will address the tremendous amount of growth and immediate 
transportation needs in the Hutto and Taylor areas. Over the last several months, the project team has gathered 
additional data and conducted further engineering analysis to select and refine this route concept. Next steps in 
the study include environmental analysis and fieldwork, which will take into account wildlife and flooding among 
other elements. Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as 
environmental factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

37 Rocha, Anna 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

I'm concerned about impact to Santa Maria Cemetery at 1167 CR 137 Hutto. 
Currently very difficult and sometimes downright hazardous when there is a 
funeral. Traffic coming over Jake's Hill is coming at a very high rate of speed and its 
a blind spot so they are unaware that someone is attempting to turn into the 
cemetery. There are signs that have been installed over the last couple of years to 
alert traffic that there is a cemetery ahead. However this does not deter traffic 
from coming at a high rate of speed over Jakes Hill.

Impacts to cemetery
Safety concerns

The Southeast Loop does not directly impact the Santa Maria Cemetery. 

Your comment regarding speeding on CR 137 will be passed on to the Sheriff's office. 

38 Sanchez, Minerva 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

County plans for CR 101 Public input Reconstruction of CR 101 between Chandler Road and US 79 is expected to begin in early 2020. Anticipated 
completion is late 2020. The project team will contact you to share more detailed plans. 

39 Sherrill, Steve 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Build it today without delay!
-Include additional ROW for other infrastructure 
-Improvements - i.e. water, sewer, electric, communication
-Plan for grade separation [sic] at existing intersections and proposed future 
planned roadway
-Need to show other wilco future roadway plans & how ultimately all would be 
served
-Should show City of Taylor on aerial so the bigger picture can be seen
-Show School District Boundaries (Hutto & Taylor) and how it may benefit School 
Transportation
-More information needed on how to get across railroad at HWY 29 [sic]. Grade 
separation? Flyovers, etc.
-How will Hutto Mega Site & RCR Taylor Development play into the plans?
-If I was City of Taylor [sic], I would be disappointed in not being included in the 
map and data.

Support for project
Right of way
Utilities
Roadway configuration

There will be 20 feet of space between the proposed right of way line and the pavement to provide space for 
utilities and shared use path. 

The schematic design will show anticipated grade separations per future arterials shown on the Long-range 
Transportation Plan. 

Conceptual design for the overpass at the intersection of US 79 and FM 3349 is currently underway. Design of the 
overpass has just begun but a schematic will be available for the community upon completion. Hutto ISD currently 
completes 300 bus crossings daily of the railroad parallel to US 79.  The overpass will enable buses to cross US 79 
and the railroad tracks more easily.  

The County has been holding discussions with all affected property owners including the RCR Taylor site and the 
Hutto megasite. 

40 Straughn, Lisa 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

My house is located right off the proposed corridor and I have several concerns. 
There are only two main entrances that feed off of county Rd 138 currently and the 
traffic leaving is Lakeside Estates can be very dangerous. How would this impact the 
traffic pattern and affect property values. I am also concerned about an increase in 
road noise. Please contact me to discuss.

Safety concerns
Impacts to property
Noise concerns
Request for follow-up

Phase 1 design of the road is the next phase of the project and will include more details regarding any 
modifications to the exits and entrances at the Lakeside Estates neighborhood at CR 138.  Noise impacts will be 
analyzed and addressed during the design phase of the main lanes.  Phase 1 improvements will take into account 
traffic on CR 138.  As we move further into design, the County will share more detailed design information as it 
becomes available. 

The first phase of the project will be a two to three-lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center 
turn lane, similar to the current configuration of CR 138. 

41 Underwood, James A. 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

 has propose a different route that makes better sence [sic]. His 
won't cut 1660 going parallel to the power lines going north to meet 132 were it 
can continue going north on 132 an make a right on 132 to meet 3349 & the 
intersection with 79.
This way the area between City of Hutto on 3349 can develop with all the utilities 
needed. Especially water. Immediate attention has to be given to Mager Ln, CR 132 
& CR 134 to connect to 1660 & TR 130 [sic] and this way serves the community and 
the next 5 yr. Going the way all the way to 3349 has to hapen [sic] bad in 15 yr. 
from now, not now.

Route suggestions
Utilities
Roadway configuration

The Southeast Loop is a County project, separate from the City of Hutto's proposed arterial road near CR 132.  An 
arterial road is meant to deliver traffic from collector/local roads to larger roadway facilities like the Southeast 
Loop.  Both roadways are needed to accommodate anticipated traffic growth. 
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42 Williams, Dustin 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Please send more information as it becomes available. We have not received any 
information to this point.
-Very concerned about KEEPING our cul-de-sac, We purchased our home because 
the cul-de-sac was there.
-Also concerned about future SOUND, there must be proper SOUND proofing from 
the new major road.

Notification process
Impacts to property
Noise concerns

Noise impacts will be analyzed and addressed during the design phase of the main lanes. The Estate Cove cul-de-
sac is anticipated to remain intact (with no connection to the new roadway).  The first phase of the project will be 
a two to three-lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn lane, similar to the current 
configuration of CR 138.  

43 Winkelmann, Eric & Tammy 6/24/2019 Open House
Comment Card

Specific information needed regarding 79 intersection, fly-over, 101 project *

Property is located at 79/CR 101; homestead and business.

We would appreciate being contacted as soon as engineer drawings are completed; 
showing specifically how SE Loop will connect to CR 101 on the North side of 79.

Roadway configuration
Request for follow-up

Conceptual design for the overpass at the intersection of US 79 and FM 3349 is currently underway.

44 Bunch, Kaci 6/24/2019 Email To whom it may concern,
I would like to share my opinion on the proposed southeast bypass loop that will be 
voted on in November. The proposed loop cuts through Lakeside Estates 
neighborhood, which is the neighborhood in which my young family and I reside. 
We love our neighborhood: it’s proximity to downtown Hutto, the ease of access to 
highways, the school districts and even our neighbors. We love our house. We love 
the memories of bringing home our first born child and our wedding anniversaries. 
My husband and I have always said the only negative to our neighborhood was no 
sidewalks. We both grew up in similar cozy neighborhoods, and looked forward to 
raising our family in a similar one-the one we moved in to.

If this Southeast Loop passes, we will be a stones throw (literally, not figuratively) 
to a major highway. That means no bike rides, no family walks, no front porch 
sitting. It means excess traffic noise in our once quiet backyard. This neighborhood 
matters, our memories matter, and our HOMES matter.

This highway is not the solution to traffic avoiding downtown Hutto. There has to 
be a better way than taking our homes and replacing it with highway. Hutto is 
better than that.

Signed,
Disgruntled (yet hopeful) Citizen

Impacts to property and heritage
Traffic congestion
Noise concerns

The Southeast Loop Study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 and 
north/south travel to US 79. This study will address the tremendous amount of growth and immediate 
transportation needs in the Hutto and Taylor areas. 

Noise impacts will be analyzed and addressed during the design phase of the main lanes. Construction phasing has 
not yet been identified; however, the first phase of the project will be a two to three-lane road: one lane in each 
direction and potentially a center turn lane. The frontage road will stay similar to the current configuration of CR 
138. 

Depending on funding sources for Phase 1 project, a shared use path may be included in the initial phase. 

The County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental factors; 
however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. The County understands this is a disruptive 
project for the community and is committed to working with property owners to ensure a smooth process. 

45 Lorek, John 6/25/2019 Email Is this correct? If it is and it passes during the election. We need $350,000 to go 
back to the Cal Ripken Sr. Foundation to build another Ability Field.

http://www.wilco.org/Portals/0/SoutheastLoop_Route_201906224.pdf?ver=2019-
06-25-113424-390

And We will need $180,000 to Rebuild the Playground at another location. CTX 
Ability Sports is Co-Owner with the Bridge Community Church (We get $90,000 of 
the Playground Money Per attached Contract)

[See attachments]

Impacts to property
Request for follow-up

Thank you for your comment. To respect the property owner's privacy, please direct your questions to the 
property owner. 
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46 Straughn, Lisa 6/25/2019 Email I attended the meeting last night to get information about plans for South East 
[sic] Loop.  I live in Lakeside Estates.   My house is the third house in this 
neighborhood on Little Lake Road.  We have lived in this neighborhood for at 
least 10 years.  There are only two exits from this neighborhood on to County 
Road 138. Two of my immediate neighbors are directly affected but my house is 
not in what they consider the purple zone.  With the addition of new home 
access, the road that I live on has increased in volume of traffic.   Traffic is 
becoming a HUGE concern through our neighborhood on the two roads.   There is 
a neighborhood directly across 138 that will be affected also.  My concern is this 
proposed loop will add to this traffic congestion.  I need to know how traffic will 
be addressed to ensure safety of the neighborhoods directly affected.   Please let 
me know.  My contact number is .

Impacts to property
Traffic congestion

Phase 1 design of the road is the next phase of the project and will include more details regarding any 
modifications to the exits and entrances at the Lakeside Estates neighborhood at CR 138. Construction phasing has 
not yet been identified; however, the first phase of the project will be a two to three-lane road: one lane in each 
direction and potentially a center turn lane. Future phases of construction will include a second frontage road, 
which will create divided lanes for each direction, and mainlanes will be added if the County continues to grow 
and the need arises.

As the project moves into the design phase, Williamson County will share more detailed information as it becomes 
available. 

47 Gaines, Lavern For the most current map on the Southeast Loop, please visit the County's Southeast Loop webpage 
https://www.wilco.org/Departments/Infrastructure/County-Engineer-Road-and-Bridge/Corridor-
Projects/Southeast-Loop. The last house directly impacted by the Southeast Loop is 105 Dana Dr., Hutto, TX 
78634. Directly impacted property owners will engage in the right of way acquisition process with the County.

Construction phasing has not yet been identified; however, the first phase of the project will be a two to three-
lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn lane. Future phases of construction will include 
a second frontage road, which will create divided lanes for each direction, and mainlanes will be added if the 
County continues to grow and the need arises.

Community leaders who have lent their support to the Southeast Loop Study include the Taylor Economic 
Development Corporation, the Williamson County Emergency Services District #3, the Taylor City Council, the 
Hutto Independent School District, and the Greater Taylor Chamber of Commerce. 

While there is no interactive map, the County is happy to meet you to discuss the study. 

Noise impacts will be analyzed and addressed during the design phase of the main lanes.

Phase 1 design of the road is the next phase of the project and will include more details regarding any 
modifications to the exits and entrances at the Lakeside Estates neighborhood at CR 138.  Phase 1 improvements 
will take into account traffic on CR 138. Depending on funding sources for Phase 1 project, a shared use path may 
be included in the initial phase.

As the project moves into the design phase, Williamson County will work with the neighborhood to address 
concerns. 

Design of the road is the next phase of the project and will include more details regarding the exits and entrances 
at the Lakeside Estates neighborhood.

Impacts to property
Right of way
Public input process
Noise concerns
Sidewalks
Construction impacts
Project timeline
Request for more information

I am aware the Southeast Loop  is coming, therefore, I all can do is collect as much 
information as possible so I can make the best decisions for my home ownership.

-What is the last address on Dana Drive that is being considered for purchase? I am 
trying to figure out how close it is to my home.
-A specific timeline now and after funding
-A list of community partners supporting this  development

Requests:

-An interactive map where I can input my address and it pulls specific information 
as it relates to my home.
 -Use clear simple language when communicating or writing print materials for 
homeowners. At the hearing last week I heard the phrase “right sized” which is 
planning and development language, and not used by everyday home owners. As a 
homeowner that was not right sized, the language kind of said they were right and 
we are on the wrong side.  Of course this isn’t reality but it is a human perception.
 -Sound barrier wall
 -Sidewalks
 -Provide some kind of pest/snake control during construction to keep as many 
away from current homes
 -Easy access out of neighborhood

 Thank you for the opportunity to give input.

Email6/28/2019
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48 Ribich, Cheryl 6/28/2019 Email We appreciate the opportunity to share our concerns over the Southeast Loop.
The decision to connect our county road to Highway 79 is devastating to us.  We 
realize that we can’t stop growth but we’re feeling a little picked on at this point.
Valid concern for home values:
Easing traffic issues on CR 138 is important but not if it means more noise, more 
accidents, and visible on/off ramps. We already have the toll in our face. How much 
more are we supposed to learn to live with?
What we need:
Sidewalks and bike lanes on both sides, red lights with sensors to keep traffic from 
backing up in any neighborhood, and sound barrier walls on BOTH sides of this 
road. It is absolutely not okay to put in this type of road, running through 2+ 
neighborhoods with out sound barrier walls.  We hear the toll road all day, every 
day.  Travis and Williamson county must work together to protect the homes values 
and quality of life of the hundreds of low to middle income families in these 
neighborhoods.  The rent and home prices are so high in central Texas that we 
couldn’t afford to move even if we wanted to.
Share Timelines:
It is important that residents are informed of timelines for every phase of this 
project. After all this is not just another road going in. This 100% affects our day to 
day lives in a very real way.
These are not businesses you’re disrupting. These are homes and families most of 
whom are barely getting by and just trying to hold to the only thing of real value 
they have.  Help us to make this a positive experience in the end so we feel like we 
were heard and that you have done everything possible to protect our families and 
enhanced instead of destroyed our quality of life and home values.
Thanks for listening.

Public input process
Noise and safety concerns
Impacts to property
Bicycle and pedestrian accommodations 
Project timeline

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. Noise impacts will be analyzed and 
addressed during the design phase of the main lanes.  Phase 1 improvements will take into account traffic on CR 
138. Depending on funding sources for Phase 1 project, a shared use path may be included in the initial phase.

Construction phasing has not yet been identified; however, the first phase of the project will be a two to three-
lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn lane. Future phases of construction will include 
a second frontage road, which will create divided lanes for each direction, and mainlanes will be added if the 
County continues to grow and the need arises.

As the project moves into the design phase, Williamson County will work with the neighborhood to address 
concerns. 

49 Barnes, Bennie 7/2/2019 Email Wilco Team,
I think the road project is a good idea and should be started as soon as possible.
The traffic on Hwy79 is only going to get worse with all the new developments
in the area, we need some relief and we need it fast.

Support for project
Traffic congestion

Comment noted.

50 Hammock, Elise 7/2/2019 Email To whom it may concern,
We believe the proposed loop will greatly increase traffic that cuts through our 
subdivision (Lakeside Estates). Estate Dr in particular is a busy road already, people 
use it to cut between CR 138 & Chris Kelley Blvd. The subdivision roads that are 
used to cut through the subdivision have at least 5 school bus stops with NO 
sidewalks.

We are concerned about the safety of the kids in our subdivision and with the 
increase in traffic and associated noise.

We are not in favor of this loop and believe a loop between Toll 139 and IH 35 
would be a better use of funds.

Traffic congestion
Impacts to property
Noise and safety concerns
Opposition to project

Phase 1 design of the road is the next phase of the project and will include more details regarding any 
modifications to the exits and entrances at the Lakeside Estates neighborhood at CR 138. As we move further into 
design, the County will work with the neighborhood to address their concerns.  Noise impacts will be analyzed and 
addressed during the design phase of the main lanes. As we move further into design, the County will share more 
detailed design information as it becomes available. 

Lakeside Estates is within the City of Hutto.  Pedestrian Improvements within the subdivision would be provided 
by the City.  Pedestrian Improvements on Kratz Lane and Estate Drive are on the City of Hutto's Mobility Master 
Plan (June 2018) as planned sidewalk improvements. Timeline for improvements will depend on funding and 
priorities.  Recommend reaching out to the City of Hutto regarding additional information on projects in the City's 
Mobility Master Plan. 

The Southeast Loop Study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 and 
north/south travel to US 79. This study will address the tremendous amount of growth and immediate 
transportation needs in the Hutto and Taylor areas. 

51 Louis, Kelly 7/2/2019 Email Hi, I would like updates and also does homes impacted also include those homes 
that will basically have this in our backyard? 

Impacts to property
Request for follow-up

For the most current map on the Southeast Loop, please visit the County's Southeast Loop webpage 
https://www.wilco.org/Departments/Infrastructure/County-Engineer-Road-and-Bridge/Corridor-
Projects/Southeast-Loop. 
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52 Perry, Tim 7/3/2019 Email Hello, 
From what information has been provided it seems that this road is currently only 
going to be connecting up to TX-130. And since TX 130 is a toll road the majority of 
the traffic will be getting off at the nearest point to that connection before being 
forced onto the toll. Can you add a connection point to FM 685 as well as TX-130, 
FM 685 is much better suited to handle the increased traffic than CR 138.

Toll road
Roadway configuration suggestions

Phase 1 improvements will take into account traffic on CR 138.  As we move further into design, the County will 
share more detailed design information as it becomes available. 

The frontage roads of SH 130 in this area are also FM 685; FM 685 can be accessed by turning either north or 
south and utilizing the non-tolled frontage road.  

Davies, Larry53 Greetings:
I attended the Community Meeting concerning the new loop. My wife and I own 
the house located at 107 Dana Dr. and understand, thru my neighbors, that the 
highway is planned to be NEXT to our home. 

However, the representatives for Williamson County, or their agents, were  
UNABLE to answer 3 (three) simple questions:

1. How close will the highway be to my house?
2. What will be the result of my home's value with a highway next to us, and is 
there some sort of compensation for the possible loss in value?
3. We bought in Hutto to escape the chaos and noises of Austin traffic and we are 
wondering what the noise of the highway will do to our peace and tranquility? 

I am disabled and we had hoped to be here for the the rest of our lives. We do NOT 
want to live next to a freeway because of the increased neighbor hood and highway 
traffic, increased noise, and the loss of our peace and quiet. We didn't buy on the 
corner because of these reasons.

We are very concerned about our future, safety, and the dynamics of our 
neighborhood, and feel that TRUE transparency is mandatory for the success of this 
project. 

We would very much appreciate someone contacting us, by email or phone, for a 
meeting with ANSWERS, not runaround and gibberish with no definitive answers!! I 
feel we, as tax payers, have the right to know what's going on!

Public input process
Impacts to property and heritage
Roadway configuration
Traffic
Noise concerns
Safety concerns
Request for follow up

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County knows there will be some impacts. For the most current map on the Southeast Loop, 
please visit the County's Southeast Loop webpage https://www.wilco.org/Departments/Infrastructure/County-
Engineer-Road-and-Bridge/Corridor-Projects/Southeast-Loop.  The last house directly impacted by the Southeast 
Loop is 105 Dana Dr., Hutto, TX 78634.  There will be 20 feet of space between the proposed right of way line and 
the pavement to provide space for utilities and shared use path. Directly impacted property owners who are 
interested in selling will engage in the right of way acquisition process with Williamson County. There is no 
compensation for those not directly impacted. 

Noise impacts will be analyzed and addressed during the design phase of the main lanes.  Phase 1 improvements 
will take into account traffic on CR 138.  

Phase 1 design of the road is the next phase of the project and will include more details regarding any 
modifications to the exits and entrances at the Lakeside Estates neighborhood at CR 138. Construction phasing has 
not yet been identified; however, the first phase of the project will be a two to three-lane road: one lane in each 
direction and potentially a center turn lane.

Email7/4/2019
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55 Bennett, Rachel 7/7/2019 Email Hello, 
I live in Lakeside Estates and would like to know what the plan is for the entrance to 
our neighborhood. It looks like the first few homes from the front of our 
neighborhood will be taken. Is there a plan to reconstruct a fence and entrances as 
nice or nicer to what we currently have?

At what point will we know if this plan has been approved?

Impacts to property
Project timeline

Phase 1 design of the road is the next phase of the project and will include more details regarding any 
modifications to the exits and entrances at the Lakeside Estates neighborhood at CR 138.  As we move further into 
design, the County will share more detailed design information as it becomes available.

Fieldwork and environmental work in addition to further refinement on the Southeast Loop route concept is 
expected to take place throughout the rest of the year. Once the route concept is finalized, the Commissioners 
Court will vote to approve the route and move forward with design, the next phase of the project. We expect the 
route to be finalized by the end of the year or early 2020. 

56 Bennett, Rachel 7/7/2019 Email Also, what will be done to make sure there isn't a bottleneck at this intersection 
with 130? It already takes me 20-25 minutes to get out of Lakeside Estates and 
through the light at Gattis School and 685/130 frontage on a busy day. What is the 
plan to make sure traffic flows smoothly and we aren't completely backed up?

Traffic congestion Phase 1 design of the road is the next phase of the project and will include more details regarding any 
modifications to the exits and entrances at the Lakeside Estates neighborhood at CR 138. Phase 1 improvements 
will take into account traffic on CR 138.  Construction phasing has not yet been identified; however, the first phase 
of the project will be a two to three-lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn lane. Future 
phases of construction will include a second frontage road, which will create divided lanes for each direction, and 
mainlanes will be added if the County continues to grow and the need arises. 

As we move further into design, the County will share more detailed design information as it becomes available. 

Noise impacts will be analyzed and addressed during the design phase of the main lanes. 

There will be 20 feet of space between the proposed right of way line and the pavement to provide space for 
utilities and shared use path.

Williamson County recognizes that this is a disruptive project for the community and is committed to working with 
property owners to ensure a smooth process.

Hello my name is Theresa Bonnet, my address is , 
off of County Road 138.  Our land dead ends against StarMark Dog Academy's land 
and will be highly effected by this project coming in.  The future of wanting to retire 
in our home of over 36 years, is now in jeopardy.  The main issue/concern our 
family has is that this road is only a few yards from our property line which, in turn, 
now posses a major safety threat to our family, our animals and property!!!  The 
only barricade that is keeping a motor vehicle from entering our property is a 
barbed wire fence. My grandson and animals play on the other side of this fence 
during the day.  My concern with this project, coming in so close to my family and 
our home/land, without any type of safety barrier, could be the potential tragic loss 
of our grandson, other family members/friends, animals, as well as, damage to our 
property.  

Our other concern is the noise and car pollution that this project would bring.  If in 
the future,  we decide to sell our home,  this would be virtually impossible or 
undesirable to anyone wanting to buy our home.  We also have so much wildlife 
that is going to be effected by this project as well.

Our case should be an exception, due to the safety hazards that this project 
presents.  I have seen some of these exceptions being met, where the County has 
put up safety/sound barrier walls in peoples back yards.  This would keep the 
County in good standings with the community.  Also, the fact that it was mentioned 
that the Commissioner wants to make everything right, and everyone as happy as 
possible, a safety/sound barrier placed along our property line, provided by the 
County, would be a step in the right direction to keeping your constituents safe and 
happy. 

Please keep in mind that this is not just about appearance or convenience but more 
of a potential disaster that hopefully can be avoided by simply adding a safety 
barrier.   Also, something to consider, would anyone working on the Southeast 
Loop project be content or have the same concerns that are about to be presented 
to me and my family.
Thank you for your time!

Email7/5/2019 Impacts to property 
Safety concerns
Noise concerns
Environmental impacts

Bonnet, Theresa54
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57 Naivar, Clint 7/7/2019 Email The southeast loop isn’t for the good of transportation it’s proposed for the benefit 
of build out or development. This is obvious due to the fact in the bond proposal 
for November, Hutto wants taxpayers to pay for an over or underpass at cr 134 or 
close to cr 132 and hwy 79.
If this loop was for transportation purposes the it would tie into this overpass to 
cross hwy 79.
Also, with the route on 3349, why doesn’t the county use the existing ROW of 3349 
and expand to the west? There would be no homes destroyed and less land owners 
to have to negotiate with.
The conflict of interest that the county commissioner has regarding his real estate 
interest and ties to the properties that this loop would service is proof that this 
project is supported so that select individuals can make thousands of dollars and 
the remaining land owners that are stewards to this rich farm land are left to be 
chased and their land ruined due to developers.

Funding
Taxes
Route suggestions
Right of way
Impacts to property

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. 

The Southeast Loop is a Williamson County project separate from the proposed City of Hutto arterial road project 
near CR 132.  An arterial road is meant to deliver traffic from collector/local roads to larger roadway facilities like 
the Southeast Loop.  Both projects are needed to address the growth and provide safe crossings of the railroad 
tracks. 

The overpass at the intersection of US 79 and FM 3349 is a separate County project;  Design of the overpass has 
just begun, but a schematic will be available for the community  to review upon completion and the next phase of 
the Southeast Loop Study will take it into consideration when designing the route. The right of way width varies 
but is evenly split along FM 3349.  In addition, the County is also supporting the City of Hutto arterial project from 
CR 134, which would cost approximately $81 million. 

Commissioner Boles has previously worked and continues to work in commercial real estate. He has asked the 
County's attorney if there are any conflicts of interest and they have concluded that there are none in regard to 
the Southeast Loop Study. 

58 Walker, Candy & Steve 7/7/2019 Email Comments:
1. A 3 lane highway may be justified, but a 10 lane highway is grossly unjustified 
and a waste of tax payers money.

2. We were not notified about the loop personally effecting us and our home until 
after receiving a notice the beginning of June.  Although it has been implied we had 
prior knowledge. 

Opposition to project
Notification process

The Southeast Loop is expected to be built in phases as additional lanes are needed and as funding allows. The 
first phase of the project will be a two to three-lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn 
lane. Future phases of construction will include a second frontage road, which will create divided lanes for each 
direction, and mainlanes will be added if the County continues to grow and the need arises. During the past 
decade, Williamson County has budgeted through bonds and their general budget to purchase right of way (ROW) 
and build roads across the County to address growth. The County is being fiscally responsible by planning ahead 
and buying ROW before major development occurs. 

The County began outreach to directly impacted property owners in late May/early June 2019. Impacted property 
owners should have received a letter in the mail with information about setting up an individual meeting with the 
project team. If your property is directly impacted, but you have not had a chance to meet with the project team 
please email roads@wilco.org to schedule that. 

59 Dolan, Terry 7/8/2019 Email The proposed route is probably the "least of all evils" if a road has to be done.  It 
allows the farmers and local population to continue to use existing roads during 
and after construction of the new road and have access to properties without 
traveling on a controlled access facility.  Would suggest making the future phase be 
an overpass at FM3349 so that FM3349 flows smoothly from US79 to FM1660 and 
perhaps the same thing where the future phase crosses FM1660.

Thanks for the opportunity to give input.

Support for project
Roadway configuration
Route suggestions
Public input process

Comment noted.
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Dear roads@wilco; County Judge Gravell & Commissioners Boles, Cook, Long and 
Covey along with other concerned parties: 

As disclosure: I am a licensed Texas Real Estate Broker, former Mayor of the City of 
Hutto and friend of Williamson County. I am representing part of the Gola families 
on the sale of @85 acres of their land. Additionally, I have had numerous 
discussions with Commissioner Russ Boles, Mayor Brandt Rydell and Mayor Doug 
Gaul about the need for a better route for the Southeast Loop and am not 
representing any of these elected officials or their respective governmental entities 
on the Proposed Southeast Loop.

Please strongly reconsider the re-routing of a portion of the Proposed Southeast 
Loop to better serve Williamson County, the City of Hutto and the City of Taylor.

- The bad news is that this much needed transportation improvement project 
unfortunately does not best serve the mobility or community needs of this area.

- The good news is that with some basic adjustments and rerouting this proposed 
project would better serve all governmental entities above and thus the citizens of 
Williamson County and others who ultimately will pay for and utilize these 
improvements 

Concerns: having driven as close to possible this proposed route well over twenty 
times, gotten out of my vehicle to view specific areas, studied County Road maps, 
utilized Google Earth and other mapping applications; considered the deep history 
of the area and especially the Shiloh crossing at Brushy Creek and the desire of 
residents of Norman’s Crossing not to have the Southeast Loop close to their 
community, consideration of the 345Kv transmission line route/usage as well as 
know major proposed developments and economic development impact in the 
area including the @450 acre City of Hutto megasite, the @650 acre City of Taylor, 
the City of Hutto Perfect Game Project with CR 132/City of Hutto proposed 
overpass and road improvements along with the SE Loop impact on the historic 
Downtown District and the CO-OP Project by MA Partners, I know that this project 
can be better planned.

Solutions: specifically, I propose routing the Southeast Loop with a beginning point 
after the crossing of Brushy Creek near CR139 (just east and north or the Lookout 
Subdivision and the Black Shiloh Cemetery), staying east of the Shiloh-McCutcheon 
Cemetery and generally proceeding north east on the Wallin properties to the 
middle of the Gola and Bigon properties then following to the immediate west of 
the 345Kv transmission lines to the north thus avoiding the houses along CR134 
and further distancing the Loop from Norman’s Crossing. The City of Hutto has a 
proposed CR132 overpass and road improvement project in conjunction with 
Perfect Game and this could be a sucessfully coordinated effort between the City of 
Hutto and Williamson County. At an appropriate point the Southeast Loop would 
curve to the east and either bisect or parallel the City of Hutto @450 acre megasite 
at which point it would cross FM3349 and either bisect or parrallel the City of 
Taylor @650 acre megasite before terminating at a redesigned US79 overpass or tie 
in to the US79 Taylor Loop. As a planned economic development success element 
of both megasites, it is further recommended that both the City of Taylor and the 
City of Hutto both work with Union Pacific Railroad and TxDOT to allow for RR spur 
service to both megasites. The Southeast Loop should be a combined and well 
coordinated project between Williamson County, the City of Hutto, the City of 
Taylor and the State of Texas.

I will  be pleased to meet with anyone who wishes to discuss a better Southeast 
            

  

       

   

Comment noted.Email7/8/2019Fowler, Mike60 Public input process
Roadway configuration suggestions
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61 Garry, Buz 7/8/2019 Email At the County’s bond proposal meeting in Taylor, the City of Hutto made a 
presentation in which it represented that it was committed to a city-financed 
overpass over U.S. 79 at a position between the current developed community and 
the Covert dealerships.  It requested that the county include bond funding to 
incorporate this overpass into a road network that would include a rerouting of FM 
1660 south of U.S. 79 to bypass Hutto to the east, and to connect it to Limmer Loop 
and existing FM 1660 somewhere north of Hutto.  

I would suggest that it makes sense for the Southeast Loop plan to incorporate this 
route design, giving Hutto the east bypass it wants and providing the desired 
reconfiguration of FM 1660, all while minimizing the impact on agricultural lands to 
the east of the currently developed Hutto municipality.  

Such a route would have the beneficial effects of:

1.Limiting to one the need for expensive and (during construction) disruptive 
construction of overpass interchanges on U.S. 79.  Two such currently proposed 
interchanges could be consolidated.

2. Combining a workable Southeast Loop with the realignment of FM 1660 that the 
City of Hutto both wants and needs

3.Minimizing, to the the greatest extent possible, the disruption and destruction of 
valuable agricultural lands between Taylor and Hutto.

Funding
Route suggestions
Impacts to property

The Southeast Loop is a Williamson County project separate from the proposed City of Hutto arterial road project 
near CR 132.  An arterial road is meant to deliver traffic from collector/local roads to larger roadway facilities like 
the Southeast Loop.  Both projects are needed to address the growth and provide a safe crossing of the railroad 
tracks. 

Design of the overpass at the intersection of US 79 and FM 3349 has just begun, but a schematic will be available 
for the community  to review upon completion and the next phase of the Southeast Loop Study will take it into 
consideration when designing the route. The County is also supporting the City of Hutto arterial project from CR 
134, which would cost approximately $81 million. 

62 Garry, Susan 7/8/2019 Email Regarding the previous Williamson County plan that included the Corridor that 
would have gone all the way to Hwy. 95 and possibly beyond, it is an improvement 
that this Corridor has been taken out of the plan.  I hope that it is gone for good 
and will not be reinstated in the future.

It seems that the proposed Southeast Loop comes too far east out into the valuable 
agricultural area of Southeast Williamson County.  I would ask that it be placed 
farther west, closer to the urban area of Hutto, possibly to hook into the overpass 
over Hwy. 79 that Hutto already wants to build.

This southeastern part of the county contains homes and farms that have been in 
the same families for generations.  A new wide road is not needed here.  The 
residents are able to get around on the existing roads, especially if they are well 
maintained.  Building this new partial loop where it is shown on the map would be 
a force for forced urbanization, encouraging the destruction of prime farmland by 
developments that would follow the construction of the road, but might not have 
been constructed otherwise.

Thank you for this latest revision of the road plan, which is better than the previous 
one.  I would just ask that you please consider if the partial loop can be moved even 
farther away from a valuable agricultural area.

Route suggestions
Impacts to property and heritage

The Southeast Loop is a Williamson County project separate from the proposed City of Hutto arterial road project 
near CR 132. Both projects are needed to address the growth and provide a safe crossing of the railroad tracks. 
The County is also supporting the City of Hutto arterial project from CR 134, which would cost approximately $81 
million. 

Design of the overpass at the intersection of US 79 and FM 3349 has just begun, but a schematic will be available 
for the community  to review upon completion and the next phase of the Southeast Loop Study will take it into 
consideration when designing the route.

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. 

           
      

                
              

              
           

               
           

    

            
              

            
            

              
             

            
 

             
              

           
               

             
           

          
               

             
             

              
   

            
               

           
            

              
             
              

          
              

            
                

               
             

             
               

                
             

            
     

                
loop within Precinct 4 of Williamson County. Let’s make this a WIN-WIN-WIN 
proposition for everyone.

Please share this information as you see appropriate.

With appreciation and thanks,
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63 Byrd, John 7/9/2019 Email Comments:

1.  I would prefer that the route follow FM 3349 as there is already some easement 
space and it seems to make sense to follow the existing corridor using CR 101 and 
FM 3349.

2.   I am concerned about increased traffic on CR 404 and traffic speed.  We already 
have seen increased traffic in the past 5 years and hardly anyone obeys the speed 
limit.  We routinely see traffic going 50-70 mph by our house.  It is dangerous to be 
near the roadside.  Increased law enforcement would be welcomed!

Route suggestions
Traffic congestion
Safety concerns

The Southeast Loop runs along FM 3349 and the right of way width varies but is evenly split along by FM 3349.  

Your comment regarding speeding on CR 404 has been passed on to the Sheriff's office. 

At the beginning of this project in 2017, Williamson County asked the community to draw route options on a map. 
Through engineering analysis and community feedback, routes were refined and eliminated. 

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. In terms of the 
eastern part of the County, the Siena development off of CR 110 had 2 lots until 2012. In 2018, there were 916 
lots and over 3,000 more are planned. 

Analysis of potential drainage improvements will take place during the design phase and the County will consider 
the new Atlas 14 data, which takes into account the most current rainfall data. 

7/9/2019 Let me preface this by saying I have attended the Wilco public meetings on the A1, 
E1, the combination of those corridors, and now the newly named Southeast Loop.
Wilco has been suspiciously quiet for 2018. Meetings that were scheduled with the 
public were canceled with the comment there would be more to come.  We knew 
you were working on something so I suppose this was it. We've gone from Bob 
Daigh frequently stating the corridors were needed to "move people and goods 
through the county" to Commissioner Russ Boles introducing this "rightsized" 
project to "enhance safety and mobility in eastern Williamson County", in the 
Williamson County Public Information Office Media Release dated May 29, 2019.
In that same media release, Commissioner Boles states, "Through listening to 
farmers, property owners, neighborhood leaders, elected officials, and leaders in  
education, I have rightsized the Southeast Loop Study to better address the current 
needs of eastern Williamson County; I am looking forward to the results as we 
continue to plan for the future."  And here is where the public has been misled. 
This statement indicates that NEW discussions have been held with the farmers; 
discussions held after Russ Boles came into office. At the Wilco public meeting I 
asked who these farmers were.  After some delay, while the correct personnel were 
summoned, I was surprised to learn that the farmers referred to in that statement 
were the ag-related persons who had made comments at the previous Public 
information meetings for Corridors A1, E1, and A2. Those meetings took place 
before Mr. Boles was elected. The employees also stated Farm Bureau had been 
involved. I believe they issued a statement of NON-Support.
This road is very different from the E1 and A1. So don't be fooled into thinking that 
any of your constituents are as supportive as you claim.  I agree that Williamson 
County is growing, although I would guess that a large percentage of that growth is 
not in the eastern part of the county. If you want to prove this particular route is 
needed, then your studies should include only this area.
We are a rural area. The land is a precious commodity that should be protected and 
preserved.  That's what the farmers I know would tell you. Let us continue to farm. 
Any road of this magnitude will forever affect our farming ability even if we aren't 
right in the path. We have environmental concerns. A road north of my farm will 
most certainly create flooding in my direction. 
I question this route in its entirety and have to wonder whose pockets are being 
lined. Are their proposed developments along this "rightsized" route that past or 
present city or county officials, past or present county commissioners, or their heirs 
and assigns would benefit from? It makes you wonder. Any possibilty of profiting in 
this manner is all kind of shady.
If you want to stand out and leave a legacy for the county and in particular eastern 
Williamson County do something different.  Stand up for the farmers and ranchers. 
Preserve and protect these limited natural resources. Think outside the box. Do the 
right thing.
This Southeast Loop is not the right thing.

Email Public input process
Planning process
Opposition to project

64 Cervenka, Cindy
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65 Baran, Matthew 7/9/2019 Email To whom it may concern: As a Taylor resident, I am not in favor of the planned 
roadway that will empty traffic onto 79. I strongly urge that FM 973 be upgraded to 
divided 4 lane status ASAP. The traffic relief will be noticed immediately upon 
completion. Land is completely available for this project.

Opposition to project
FM 973
Traffic congestion

FM 973 is a TxDOT facility.  The County agrees that it should be widened and has requested that TxDOT move 
forward with a project to widen FM 973 from Taylor to US 290.  The Southeast Loop would be in addition to those 
improvements. 

66 Black, Kim 7/9/2019 Email This email is in regards to the above subject of the southeast loop.  I do not want 
this loop and I live in Taylor.  Just fix FM 973, only because you already asked for 
those funds - so please use them for that purpose.  It is the most used route by my 
family, and friends here in town, to get to Austin.  Don’t create more flooding 
where we already have that issue.  We have to live with crappy roads in our town, 
and that’s insult enough.

Opposition to project
Funding
Flooding
Road conditions and maintenance

FM 973 is a TxDOT facility.  The County agrees that it should be widened and has requested that TxDOT move 
forward with a project to widen FM 973 from Taylor to US 290.  The Southeast Loop would be in addition to those 
improvements.  

Analysis of potential drainage improvements will take place during the design phase and the County will consider 
the new Atlas 14 data, which takes into account the most recent rainfall data.  

67 Druesdow, Gordon 7/9/2019 Email Williamson County has passed bonds for roads already and have yet to spend any 
of it on what they said it was for.  Now the county wanting to divert that bond 
money from 2013 to go towards this proposed road? spend the money we as 
taxpayers already approved of on projects they promised! improve and expand FM 
973 if the county want a better and safer route to Austin for Taylor residents.  They 
took the right of way for widening that road many, many years ago and haven't 
done anything with it! 973 is my daily route back and forth from my home in Taylor 
. I am not ok with them taking people's homes, land and jobs by eminent domain!

Funding
FM 973
Route suggestions
Impacts to property

FM 973 is a TxDOT facility.  The County agrees that it should be widened and has requested that TxDOT move 
forward with a project to widen FM 973 from Taylor to US 290.  The Southeast Loop would be in addition to those 
improvements.  

Williamson County has completed over 160 projects and constructed over 550 lane-miles of roadway through the 
Road Bond Program.  No 2013 bond money has been diverted to the Southeast Loop. 

68 Durham, Linda 7/9/2019 Email I am a resident at  and am directly impacted by this proposed 
UNNEEDED road

Hwy 79 is a perfectly acceptable east/west route to the toll road or 95

If people are complaining about the lights on 79 why does Hutto continue to allow 
development, that requires lights DIRECTLY on 79?   Their newest development is 
going to add another light
 
I travel 973 everyday and have no problems getting into Austin.  I travel about 32 
miles a day, each way WILLINGLY in order to live where I do.   I made the choice 
almost 5 years ago to move from Cedar Park to my current location, knowing full 
well the impact of  my location on things like shopping, entertainment, 
convenience stores and commute times.  I did it because i wanted the peace quiet 
and SPACE from the hustle and bustle.    

Now you’re wanting to bring the hustle and bustle to my front door  

No thank you.

Linda and Perry Durham

Williamson county voters and residents since 1986

Please contact me as we are “directly affected” and have not spoken to anyone at 
Williamson County regarding this PROPOSED road

Impacts to property
Traffic signals
Request for follow-up

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. The Southeast 
Loop Study addresses the tremendous amount of growth and immediate transportation needs in the Hutto and 
Taylor areas. This study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 and north/south 
travel to US 79 to accommodate for the growth. 

In Texas, counties do not have zoning authority. Only cities can zone within their city limits. Next steps include 
environmental analysis and fieldwork, which will take into account wildlife and flooding among other elements.

Upon checking our list of directly impacted property owners,  is not listed; however, the County does 
recognize that the community will be affected by this route and are happy to meet with you to discuss the project. 
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69 Grace, Bev & Craig 7/9/2019 Email The proposed SE loop is like Austin’s Mopac, it will dump traffic on 79, it’s not a 
loop. It is another exit from the toll 130 that will take out at least 9 homes right at 
130 and CR 138 (the proposed start of this "loop") then cut across a church's 
activity field and proceed across to FM 3349 where they will take right of way from 
people's front yards (one of them being a pecan orchard) as well as completely 
wipe out a home where it will dump more traffic onto HWY 79 between Hutto and 
Taylor. The current route planned for this road will take people's land and homes 
against their will (eminent domain) when there are willing sellers just a few miles 
farther west.  Why don't they negotiate with those willing sellers?

Williamson County has passed bonds for roads already and have yet to spend any 
of it on what was authorized for and divert 2013 bond  money toward SE Loop. 
They need to spend the money we as taxpayers already approved of on projects 
they promised!  Improve and expand FM 973 if they want a better and safer route 
to Austin for Taylor residents.  Plus FM 1431 to Round Rock needs expansion 
especially with the new Valero site and the estimated 200 trucks per day from that 
site alone. They took the right of way for widening both roads many, many years 
ago and have not acted to expand except on 1431 now where new subdivisions are 
going in. Why not finish all of 1431?

We do not approve this proposed Southeast Loop.

Impacts to property
Traffic congestion
Funding
FM 973
Future planning and growth
Opposition to project

The Southeast Loop Study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 and 
north/south travel to US 79. This study will address the tremendous amount of growth and immediate 
transportation needs in the Hutto and Taylor areas. 

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

A list of previous Road Bond projects with the current status can be found on http://roadbond.wilco.org/.

FM 973 is a TxDOT facility.  The County agrees that it should be widened and has requested that TxDOT move 
forward with a project to widen FM 973 from Taylor to US 290.  The Southeast Loop would be in addition to those 
improvements.  

Williamson County has completed over 160 projects and constructed over 550 lane-miles of roadway through the 
Road Bond Program.  No 2013 bond money has been diverted to the Southeast Loop. 

Design in underway for the expansion of University Boulevard to a 4-lane roadway from FM 1460 to SH 130.  This 
project will be constructed through a partnership between Williamson County and the City of Round Rock. 

70 Horton Keys, Tammy 7/9/2019 Email We are against the Southeast Loop plan. Aside from it being nothing more than a 
land grab, it does not follow the TX Constitution . Basically what we would be 
paying for the upgrade of property for contractors to come in put in subdivisions 
and make money off of. This isn't what Eminent Domain is supposed to be used for. 
It's also not for population growth or for taxing. 

You have passed bonds before and we have yet to see the results. Our towns roads 
are some of the worst in the county ( I hear that from visitors) and yet we are taxed 
the highest in the county. Where is the money going? Murphy park was supposed 
to be a flood reservoir, when was the last time it was dredged? I understand you 
were not able to wade across it when it was built, but hasn't had upkeep and you 
sure can now. Where's the money going?  

I certainly hope the people wake up and understand how they are being taken for a 
financial ride on a very bumpy street they paid for many times over.

Opposition to project
Taxes
Funding

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. 

A list of previous Road Bond projects with the current status can be found on http://roadbond.wilco.org/.

Murphy Park is a City of Taylor park maintained by the City.  City streets are also maintained by the City.  County 
road bonds cannot be used to maintain city streets, but have funded several projects in the Taylor area including 
widening and reconstruction of 2nd Street and drainage improvements along 2nd Street.

Williamson County has completed over 160 projects and constructed over 550 lane-miles of roadway through the 
Road Bond Program. No 2013 bond money has been diverted to the Southeast Loop. 
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Thank you for your comments. 

Analysis of potential drainage improvements will also take place during the design phase and the County will 
consider the new Atlas 14 data, which takes into account the most current rainfall data.  

Noise impacts will be analyzed and addressed during the design phase of the mainlanes.  Phase 1 improvements 
will take into account traffic on CR 138.  The Southeast Loop will include a shared use path for bicycle and 
pedestrian access. 

Your suggestions on other road improvements have been forwarded to the County engineer.

Hosek, Kelley71 Email7/9/2019 Dear Sir or Madam,
I would like to express my deep dissatisfaction with the proposed road currently 
slated for southeastern Williamson County along County Road 138, the proposed 
Southeast Loop.  Your plan does nothing to alleviate the already-congested 
intersection of CR 138 and SH 130.  Relieving current congestion should take 
priority over a proposed road to nowhere that some land speculator thinks will be a 
boon to the local economy.

Do not call this a "loop".  A loop is what San Antonio has in 410 or Houston has with 
610 or Beltway 8.  A loop is a closed figure where the beginning and the end of the 
line overlap at some point.  This is not even a spur road because it doesn't go to any 
place.  Call this what it is: bypass.  You are trying to bypass the main commercial 
area of Hutto.  Shame on you for hijacking our city's tax base.

Now, why would you put a bypass in that area of Hutto?  How much time do you 
save? A minute?  Where are you going?  If you are looking to accommodate the 
imagined little league baseball fans that will flock to your new sports complex, they 
would be better-suited to take SH 130 to US 79.  Why don't you develop that?  
Make US 79 more like SH 71 through Bastrop.  THAT would be a MUCH better use 
of my tax dollars for transportation.  Keep these travelers in the commercial 
corridor.  Make money for the city and the businesses that line the highway.

Your road collides three times with the 100-year floodplain, according to the map 
you provided.  What does this mean for future development?  As we saw after 
Hurricane Harvey in Houston, building in the floodplain does not yield good results 
for those in the floodplain itself, nor for those who were properly platted outside 
the floodplain.  How can we be sure that our neighbors will not experience the 
same fate as the folks in Taylor where there were flooding concerns, brought on by 
development, just this spring?  This may not seem like a big deal to you; maybe you 
don't have to buy flood insurance.  But folks need to know that your construction 
will alter the way water flows across this area, and if they choose to build a 
business or a residential development, they may not be able to afford to insure it.  
And then comes the rain…

We need better transportation options in the region.  This proposed road is not a 
solution, but just another part of the problem.  If you want to improve mobility, 
how about making some of these county roads into parkways, similar to the newly 
opened section of road that connects Limmer Loop to FM 1431?  BUT, you have to 
add bicycle and pedestrian access to all future roads.  Connect these parkways to 
the park trail that is developing in this region--hey, now THERE'S a concept!  Make 
it easier for families and kids to bike around this area.  Take a bike to the library! 
Take a bike to the shopping centers!  It would make the whole area more attractive 
to folks who want to live in the region, increasing tax revenue from all the homes 
and apartments that would be built.  Connect the trails to hotel sites, add rental 
bikes and scooters, so that visitors could take a trip to the park--let Hutto get a 
piece of the scooter/bike pie.

Most importantly, however, you must solve the traffic problem at CR 138/Gattis 
School Road and SH 130.  DO NOT let anyone EVER AGAIN build an 
overpass/underpass/flyover without building the U-turns/flyovers in all applicable 
directions at the time of the original build.  Don't buy into the whine that it costs 
too much now; it will cost EVEN MORE in the future, when traffic proves the 
necessity of these U-turns and flyovers--just look at US 183 and IH 35.  Perhaps 
having a well-planned road with already-built U-turns could have solved some of 
the headaches we have in the CR 138/Gattis School Road intersection right now.  
How many accidents have to happen there before we see a change?

            
             

              
                 
                   

           
               

              
                

                 
       

Opposition to project
Traffic congestion
Route suggestions
Flooding
Bicycle and pedestrian accommodations
Noise concerns
Roadway configuration
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Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

Phase 1 design of the road is the next phase of the project and will include more details regarding any 
modifications to the exits and entrances at the Lakeside Estates neighborhood at CR 138. As the County moves 
into the design phase, they will work with the Lakeside Estates neighborhood.  Phase 1 improvements will take 
into account traffic on CR 138.  

Construction phasing has not yet been identified; however, the first phase of the project will be a two to three-
lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn lane. Future phases of construction will include 
a second frontage road, which will create divided lanes for each direction, and mainlanes will be added if the 
County continues to grow and the need arises. 

An overpass is planned for the intersection of FM 3349 and US 79. 

Noise impacts will be analyzed and addressed during the design phase of the main lanes. Noise barriers would be 
determined at that time. 

Thank you for your feedback.  We will implement changes for future County projects.  

Opposition to project
Impacts to property
Traffic congestion
Roadway configuration suggestions
Noise concerns
Public input process

To Whom It May Concern,
I live at , in the Lakeside Estates subdivision.  The 
proposed highway will take out the first several houses at the beginning of my 
street.  While it seems inevitable that this road will be built I would like to make a 
few suggestions. 

- The current traffic on CR1`38 as it intersects SH 130 is getting out of control.
Especially during AM & PM rush hour it is becoming more and more congested and 
dangerous.  During the school year, in the morning, the traffic backs up into our 
neighborhood. I would like to suggest a double-lane left turn so more cars could 
turn during each light cycle.  Or at the least make the second land an optional left 
turn (as many are already doing that anyway).  I would suggest something be done 
about this immediately, as once school starts the problem will become much 
worse.

- For the proposed road, I hope it will actually alleviate traffic.  I'm not sure it will 
since it seems to bypass most of the locations where the current traffic is coming 
from.  The intersection where it dead-ends into HWY79 no one lives.  Most of the 
current traffic is coming from Hutto and not Taylor.  I'm aware that most roads are 
built by and for developers and development.  It seems more about future 
development then fixing current traffic problems.

- At my residence the road noise from SH 130 can be extremely loud at times, 
especially in the morning and evening.  With the proposed road being even closer 
to my house I would like to suggest installing noise barriers.  Anything that can be 
done to alleviate the noise from the new road and SH 130 would be greatly 
appreciated. 

- My last suggestion is to be up-front and transparent with the people in the area as
this process continues.  Having only one open house from (4-7) on a weekday night 
was not enough.  As you likely know many who live in the are work in areas like 
Austin and that likely wasn't a convenient time for many.  It made it seem like you 
were trying to depress turn out.  Please try to adjust the schedule in the future.  At 
least one on a weekend or later in the evening, so that more of us that commute 
and work during the week can attend. 

Email7/9/2019Hosek, Larry72

Do something about the existing traffic on westbound CR 138, especially on 
weekday mornings.  Re-arrange the traffic patterns to allow a double-lane left turn 
from CR 138 westbound to SH 130 southbound.  Build a south-to-north U-turn over 
SH 130 to ease the traffic for folks who have shopped at the HEB complex.  Make 
CR 138 more of a parkway, like Gattis School Road, all the way to CR 137.  Put up 
sound-dampening walls along the way, especially for neighborhoods where you will 
condemn the property.  Make CR 137 into a parkway from CR 138 to FM 1660.

This proposed Southeast Loop Bypass is poorly thought-out.  Please go back to the 
drawing board and try again.  Consider more than the parcels up on US 79 where 
there is nothing.  Consider adding to the vibrancy of the entire city of Hutto.  And 
more importantly, consider solving current traffic congestion now.
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73 Kempner, Carolyn 7/9/2019 Email Please consider this as my opposition to the Southeast Loop project. The benefit  
does not justify the expense and we feel there is an inherent conflict of interest and 
improper motivation for the project. Please cancel the project. Thank you.

Opposition to project Comment noted. 

75 Meyer, Chris 7/9/2019 Email To whom it may concern,
I am writing to let you know of my disapproval of the proposed "Southeast Loop" 
connecting Highway 79, west of Taylor, to 130, south of Hutto. This project would 
be a gross misuse of tax dollars and should also be considered an abuse of the hard 
working people that will have their land, and part of their livelihoods, stripped 
away to make way for something that is only wanted by a small percentage of 
people, and needed by none.  

Williamson County carries enough debt as it is, don't take on more burden for the 
citizens of this county for something that isn't even needed!

Opposition to project
Funding
Taxes
Impacts to property

In the most recent Texas Comptroller information availabie, Williamson County's effective tax rate ranked #192 
out of 254 counties in Texas, with #1 being the highest effective tax rate. 
(https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/property-tax/rates/)

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. During the past 
decade, Williamson County has budgeted through bonds and their general budget to purchase right of way (ROW) 
and build roads across the County to address growth. The County is being fiscally responsible by planning ahead 
and buying ROW before major development occurs. 

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

The Southeast Loop Study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 and 
north/south travel to US 79. This study will address the tremendous amount of growth and immediate 
transportation needs in the Hutto and Taylor areas. 

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. During the past decade, Williamson 
County has budgeted through bonds and their general budget to purchase right of way (ROW) and build roads 
across the County to address growth. The County is being fiscally responsible by planning ahead and buying ROW 
before major development occurs. 

Construction phasing has not yet been identified; however, the first phase of the project will be a two to three-
lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn lane. Future phases of construction will include 
a second frontage road, which will create divided lanes for each direction, and mainlanes will be added if the 
County continues to grow and the need arises. The County will purchase property now for the future as a benefit 
to tax payers, before the development happens. 

Williamson County has completed over 160 projects and constructed over 550 lane-miles of roadway.  No 2013 
bond money has been diverted to the Southeast Loop.  

FM 973 is a TxDOT facility.  The County agrees that it should be widened and has requested that TxDOT move 
forward with a project to widen FM 973 from Taylor to US 290.  The Southeast Loop would be in addition to those 
improvements.  

Directly impacted property owners will engage in the right of way (ROW) acquisition process with Williamson 
County. The formal acquisition process involves independent appraisals and a negotiation process between the 
property owner and the County. Specific characteristics of each parcel are reviewed by an independent, licensed 
appraiser to determine the fair market value for each parcel along the proposed ROW. Any impact of the project 
on the remaining property after the acquisition and construction of the proposed road facility will also be 
reviewed. 

Commissioner Boles has previously worked and continues to work in commercial real estate. He has asked the 
County's attorney if there are any conflicts of interest and they have concluded that there are none in regard to 
the Southeast Loop Study. 

Email7/9/2019 Regarding the  "right sized" Southeast Loop to avoid Hutto; 

First of all, it is NOT a loop around Hutto. It is another exit from the toll 130 that 
will take out at least 9 homes right at 130 and CR 138 (the proposed start of this 
"loop") then cut across a church's activity field and proceed across to FM 3349 
where they will take right of way from people's front yards (one of them being a 
pecan orchard) as well as completely wipe out a home where it will dump more 
traffic onto HWY 79 between Hutto and Taylor at our precious town's (Taylor) 
eyesore of a rail yard they have planned for construction.

There is far more involved than just being a two lane road. THERE IS NO 
JUSTIFICATION FOR TAKING 350 FEET OF RIGHT OF WAY FOR A TWO LANE ROAD 
THAT ALREADY EXISTS THERE! Sounds like it will be TEN LANES! The current route 
planned for this road will take people's land and homes against their will (eminent 
domain) when there are willing sellers just a few miles farther west. Why don't they 
negotiate with willing sellers? Because Russ Boles has his hand in the cookie jar 
with Taylor's Rail Yard and Hutto's Megasite. Also, Hutto wants nothing to do with 
this Southeast Loop! It's all for Taylor.

Williamson County has passed bonds for roads already and have yet to spend any 
of it on what they said it was for. Now they're wanting to divert that bond money 
from 2013 to go towards this monstrosity. You need to spend the money we as 
taxpayers already approved of on projects they promised! Improve and expand FM 
973 to make a better and safer route to Austin for Taylor residents. The Count took 
the right of way for widening that road many, many years ago and haven't done 
anything with it! I am not OK with them taking people's homes, land and jobs by 
eminent domain! 

I grew up in Los Angeles County in the '50s through the '70s and saw many 
expensive and devastating projects that failed within a few years only to bring on 
new ones. Get it right and do it right.

Keys, Jeff74 Opposition to project
Impacts to property
Right of way
Funding
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76 Oswald, Jean 7/9/2019 Email As a resident and homeowner in Taylor, Texas, I urge you not to proceed with your 
plans for the Southeast Loop.

I honestly can't understand why you would have planned this in the first place.  It 
would do very little to alleviate the traffic and will cause flooding later on.  It's 
inconvenient and will not help.

I drive 973 to Manor everyday.  The backlog occurs at 290.  I was informed years 
ago that 973 would be widened.  That obviously hasn't happened.

You don't need to make more roads.  You need to invest in getting alternative 
transportation moving.  We need mass transit.  We need effective train systems 
and metro bus systems.

I heartily urge you to stop this project.  I will be watching.  And I do vote.  Every 
time.

Opposition to project
Traffic congestion
FM 973
Public transit options

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. 

The Southeast Loop Study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 and 
north/south travel to US 79. This study will address the tremendous amount of growth and immediate 
transportation needs in the Hutto and Taylor areas.  Over the last several months, the project team has gathered 
additional data and conducted further engineering analysis to select and refine this route concept. Next steps 
include environmental analysis and fieldwork, which will take into account wildlife and flooding among other 
elements.

Analysis of potential drainage improvements will also take place during the design phase and the County will 
consider the new Atlas 14 data, which takes into account the most recent rainfall data.

FM 973 is a TxDOT facility.  The County agrees that it should be widened and has requested that TxDOT move 
forward with a project to widen FM 973 from Taylor to US 290.  The Southeast Loop would be in addition to those 
improvements.  

The Cities of Hutto and Taylor have not created a partnership with Capital Metro to study or provide transit. 

77 Rathke, Melanie 7/9/2019 Email I do not think Williamson county needs to be building any new roads, especially 
with bond money that was passed for fixing existing roads and bridges (2013 bonds 
passed).  I for one, feel like if any roads are going to be expanded or widened, for 
an alternative route for Taylor to Austin, you should start with widening FM 973.  
From what I understand, the R-O-W was acquired for that years ago and has never 
been done.   

The families that could lose their land through eminent domain for this proposed 
project is just shameful.  There are willing sellers a mile or so west of this proposed 
location.  Why aren't you negotiating with them?  Stop this land grab!  

Opposition to project
FM 973
Impacts to property

A list of previous Road Bond projects with the current status can be found on http://roadbond.wilco.org/.

FM 973 is a TxDOT facility.  The County agrees that it should be widened and has requested that TxDOT move 
forward with a project to widen FM 973 from Taylor to US 290.  The Southeast Loop would be in addition to those 
improvements.  

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

78 Schmidt, Susan 7/9/2019 Email I have strong reservations about this corridor that connects 130 to 79. It's not 
needed. If people have moved out here, they should be aware of the commute 
time. I spent 25 years commuting to Round Rock from Coupland and I had to adjust 
my commute time many times. If you move to Central Texas, expect traffic 
problems. I will not vote for any bonds for this road until the county roads in 
eastern Williamson County are totally repaired. There are many people moving out 
to that area & the roads are horrible. There are also school buses that traverse 
these very dangerous roads twice daily during the school year. Until these roads are 
totally reconditioned, no bonds for this corridor. I invite all commissioners as well 
as the county engineer and the heads of road & bridge to travel these roads in 
eastern Williamson County. Everyone in this county should be made aware of 
them.

Traffic congestion
Road conditions and maintenance
Safety concerns

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area.

The Southeast Loop Study addresses the tremendous amount of growth and immediate transportation needs in 
the Hutto and Taylor areas. This study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 
and north/south travel to US 79 to accommodate for the growth. Next steps include environmental analysis and 
fieldwork, which will take into account wildlife and flooding among other elements.

A list of previous Road Bond projects with the current status can be found on http://roadbond.wilco.org/.  Road 
Bond funding cannot be used for maintenance projects.  If you are aware of a specific roadway in need of 
maintenance, please submit a request to https://www.wilco.org/Departments/Infrastructure/County-Engineer-
Road-and-Bridge/Contact-Us.

79 Naivar, Raymond 7/1/2019 Mailed Comment At the point where the Southeast Loop meets & connects with FM 3349 going 
North toward State Highway 79, why doesn't the right of way for Southeast Loop 
stay west of Fm 3349? By doing this west side of FM 3349 Southeast Loop ROW, 
you would eliminate delaing [sic] with 5 (five) land owners, consisting of 2 (two) 
houses, trees, ponds, & buildings, in addition to a pipeline running along the side of 
FM 3349. By locating the Southeast Loop on the west side of Fm 3349, the existing 
FM 3349 ROW could STILL be used if needed and thus would go through vacant 
land as it is called by city & county government. This in turn would eliminate the 
purchase & distruction [sic] of two homes. There are no homes owned by land 
owners on the west side of FM 3349. That would have to be bought & destroyed by 
the county, thus saving the County lots of TAXPAYER money. Commissioner Boles 
rightsized this roadway to the extream [sic], so now he needs to rightly locate it to 
the west side of Fm 3349 to do the least dammage [sic] to the least amount of 
people.

Route suggestions
Impacts to property

The Southeast Loop runs along FM 3349 and the right of way width varies but is evenly split along FM 3349.  

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 
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80 Raasch-Klein, Brittney 7/2/2019 Mailed Comment Concerns: 
-Childrens safety
-Noise
-Construction runoff & waste
-The emissions for C02 and other air pollutants into Lakeside Estates and other 
Communities
-Environmental concerns for wildlife and habitat
-Property values
-Exiting the neighborhood,  
Questions:
1) With the influx of traffic associated from the proposal, how will the county 
ensure children's safety in the nearby neighborhoods?
2) How will the county address the additional release of air pollution into Lakeside 
Estates and surrounding communities?
3) What will the county do to minimize construction waste and Runoff?
4) What regulatory solutions would be applied for noise beside a wall?
5) What concrete steps will Williamson County take to minimize it's impact on 
biodiveresity?
6) Regarding transparence, what other influences (not already listed) swayed the 
decision of constructing a major highway versus adding a few lanes? 
7) How does the county plan on paying for this major project?

Safety concens
Environmental impacts
Impacts to property
Noise concerns
Funding

Safety is one of the driving factors for the Southeast Loop Study. Everyday school busses and emergency vehicles 
have to cross railroad crossings and get stuck in traffic. The Southeast Loop would help alleviate that and make the 
roads safer for everyone. 

Next steps include environmental analysis and fieldwork followed by the design of the road which will take into 
account the impacts on the Lakeside Estates and surrounding neighborhoods. 

Analysis of potential drainage improvements will also take place during the design phase and the County will 
consider the new Atlas 14 data, which takes into account the most recent rainfall data.

Noise impacts will be analyzed and addressed during the design phase of the main lanes.

The environmental analysis and fieldwork take into account wildlife and biodiversity. 

Construction phasing has not yet been identified; however, the first phase of the project will be a two to three-
lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn lane. Future phases of construction will include 
a second frontage road, which will create divided lanes for each direction, and mainlanes will be added if the 
County continues to grow and the need arises. 

The County is pursuing various funding opportunities for the Southeast Loop from local, state, and federal sources. 

81 Krueger, Michael 7/8/2019 Mailed Comment The land requirement is too wide and alters the area so much compared to what it 
has been all of my life and especially so it would not have to force longtime 
residents out of their home and land who live close to FM 3349. Who really 
benefits by cutting the road path thru all the farmland goiing Southwest toward SH 
130 besides the developers and all the developments they want to bring in? There 
are other roads in the County like chandler Road that need to be improved that are 
more important for traffic volume and safety. The Southeast Loop Plan hastens the 
demise of productive farmland which is getting less of each year and disrupts the 
life of people living in the affected area. I have interest in two properties that 
border FM 3349 that are in the proposed path of the road. I have concerns what 
the proposed large scale altering of the exisiting FM 3349 will impact on water 
drainage from farm fields and transportation of farm machinery. Also I have an 
interest in a farm property that is accessed from FM 3349 by a deeded easement 
when the property was purchased and the entrance to it is in the proposed path of 
the road. Will there still be an access point from the new 3349? What will happen 
to the Koch pipeline that is parallel to FM 3349?

Impacts to property
FM 3349
Drainage
Pipeline

The Southeast Loop Study considers connections for east/west travel between SH 130 and FM 3349 and 
north/south travel to US 79. This study will address the tremendous amount of growth and immediate 
transportation needs in the Hutto and Taylor areas. Over the last several months, the project team has gathered 
additional data and conducted further engineering analysis to select and refine this route concept. Next steps 
include environmental analysis and fieldwork, which will take into account wildlife and flooding among other 
elements. 

Construction phasing has not yet been identified; however, the first phase of the project will be a two to three-
lane road: one lane in each direction and potentially a center turn lane. Future phases of construction will include 
a second frontage road, which will create divided lanes for each direction, and mainlanes will be added if the 
County continues to grow and the need arises.

Analysis of potential drainage improvements will also take place during the design phase and the County will 
consider the new Atlas 14 data, which takes into account the most recent rainfall data. 

There are many pipelines that run throughout the study area. The County will work with the utility companies to 
move those if necessary. 
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Commenter 
Number

Commenter Name Date Received Source Comment Comment Topic Response

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. 

The Southeast Loop is a Williamson County project separate from the proposed City of Hutto arterial road project 
near CR 132. Both projects are needed to address the growth and provide a safe crossing of the railroad tracks. 
The County is also supporting the City of Hutto arterial project from CR 134 which would cost approximately $81 
million. 

A list of previous Road Bond projects with the current status can be found on http://roadbond.wilco.org/. 

If you are aware of a specific roadway in need of maintenance, please submit a request to https://
www.wilco.org/Departments/Infrastructure/County-Engineer-Road-and-Bridge/Contact-Us. 

Analysis of potential drainage improvements will also take place during the design phase and the County will 
consider the new Atlas 14 data, which takes into account the most recent rainfall data. 

The Southeast Loop runs along FM 3349 and the right of way width varies but is evenly split along FM 3349. 

Williamson County does their best to minimize impacts to homeowners and businesses, as well as environmental 
factors; however, the County recognizes that there will be some impacts. 

7/8/2019 Mailed Comment

83 Future planning and growth
Impacts to property

Williamson County is the 5th fastest growing County in the state of Texas and currently has 10,860 lots in 
development, which is 4,000 more than Travis County and 6,000 more than Hays County. In addition, there has 
been a 49% employment growth over the last 11 years due to new employers moving to the area. 

During the past decade, Williamson County has budgeted through bonds and their general budget to purchase 
right of way (ROW) and build roads across the County to address growth. The County is being fiscally responsible 
by planning ahead and buying ROW before major development occurs. 

I consider the proposed Hutto SE bypass project as another ploy by the Williamson 
County Commissioners to further the ongoing land development macroplay in this 
county with stimulation of a new microplay in the specific locale of the project. The 
earlier initiative to develop the development trigger for this subregion of the 
county was based upon leveraging rapid growth in the Pflugerville region of Travis 
County to establish a new major road connection across Brushy Creek and link it 
with a major network addtion through southern Williamson County, but met stiff 
resistance from many residents of Norman's Crossing and the farming region of 
eastern Williamson County. These network initiatives by Williamson County are 
intended to support and facilitate conversion of present-day agricultural lands into 
residential, commercial, industrial, and other non-agricultural functions whose 
enhanced taxable value would both justifiy and repay the County's massive 
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Mailed Comment7/9/2019

The Southeast Loop is only for the benefit of RCR Rail and Hutto Megasite. It will 
not alleviate Hwy 79 traffic. The City of Hutto is against this route. 

The correct place for this road is at CR 132. Hutto is already planning on overpass at 
this site. 

Williamson County shows no fiscal responsibility-money just seems to grow on 
trees. How much can taxpayers stand? Instead of building new roads, repair the 
ones that are already there so more people can drive on them. Bond money is 
borrowed money... future generations will suffer because of the decisions the 
county makes today. 

The mindset of the county to "build out" is stupid. This will create massive flooding 
issues. Wilco does not have the resources: water, electricity, etc. to sustain this 
massive growth. Granger Lake is filling up with silt. Water is a precious resource. 

Williamson County officials want to create a massive debt, massive flooding, 
massive water and electrity shortage. They want to fill their pockets and move 
away. 

The Southeast Loop needs to be put WEST of FM 3349. This eliminates the need to 
deal with 5 landowners. It also eliminates the need to purchase 2 houses. This also 
avoids the need to deal with the PIPELINE running along FM 3349. 

Attached are some land comparables to show you what land is worth here in the 
industrial area of this Southeast Coordior. We have documentation of $5.00 per 
square foot of property purchased on CR 101 by Wilco in 2016. This was before the 
RCR Rail or Hutto Megasite were established. There is land listed for sale on Ed 
Schmidt Boulevard for $10.00 per square foot. 

This Southeast Loop has been "rightsized" and now needs to be RELOCATED to the 
West of FM 3349 to do the least amount of harm to the least amount of people!

[See attachments]

Opposition to project
Route suggestions
Funding
Taxes
Future planning and growth
Road conditions and maintenance
Flooding
Impacts to property

Naivar, Diane

Vance, Jim
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Commenter 
Number

Commenter Name Date Received Source Comment Comment Topic Response

   
  

                   
                  

                  

                
                   

          

              
           
               
            
             
              

            
            

          
           

        
           

roadbuilding investment, and this has been the Court's cover but explicity objective 
since the mid-1990s.

In terms of the justification stated for the present revision to the basic land 
conversion scheme, County road officials mention new development areas along 
various county roads but provide nothing in the way of numerical evidence of 
existing, nor of projected future development conditions in future years. There are 
no post-construction traffic projections, either on a short-term basis to assess the 
diversion of existing traffic and provision of "relief" on present-day traffic patterns, 
or on a long-term basis which can be assessed against the implicit scale of 
distributed population and employment forecasts for some 10- or 20-year horizon. 
The practice of underestimating future land use and population distributions from 
prospective road project inducement is a long-established method by which State 
and County roadbuilding institutions maintain appearance of self-justification for 
network expansions, and coupled with consistent avoidance of producing more 
accurate, valid traffic forecats form the fully-induced future conditions which 
become embedded in construction design and environmental clearance stages, the 
process continues to appear in public mindsets as an appropriate action but yields 
physical infrastructure which is incorrectly configured and then becomes 
constructed in a time sequence that fails to match the market response.

It is the market paradigm of "build it, they'll come and enhance value" which has 
fosted [sic] and established now extremely widespread and deeply-embedded 
activity in waves of land development "plays" (comparable to oil & gas plays) in 
rapidly-growing areas. Williamson County has experienced many such waves, but 
especially so since inception of the Road Bond Program in the late 1990s. This 
program has relied upon commiting road improvement funds into new-alignment 
corridors with the express but covert intent to surf the recurring waves of regional 
growth by inducing conversion of agricultural farm and ranchland to fulfill the 
select market players' need to fill out their advance position through acquisition of 
well-situated land parcels in order to satisfy a long supply chain that eventually 
leads to rooftops. With each stage of approval that leads to actual construction, 
those players will repeatedly be able to grow their profitability through successive 
rounds of syndication, and with each new flush of profit some of those available 
funds will be devoted to charitable and political contributions (tax-deductible, of 
course) that gains each player greater social influence and sway over the political 
institutions that sustain the roadbuilding program and the underlying paradigm.

It is this unfolding microplay which the project has currently proposed is forced to 
support in substitution by initiative of the current Precinct 4 Commissioner through 
a smaller-scale and somewhat reoriented configuration, but which remaims 
cyncially poised to make the larger macroplay in the eastern half of the county "just 
a little bit (more) pregnant." It simply represents another type of broad enabling 
support for the larger macroplay which he personally has provided during his 
previous tenure at Brazos River Authority by efforts to create a regional water-
supply capability for the entire region. The objective is nothing less than inducing 
Williamson County to be the 21st Centuy of the 20th Century Orange County, 
California.
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Advertisements  
Williamson County Sun, ran June 2, 2019 – Affidavit of Publication 
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Williamson County Sun, ran June 2, 2019 – Tear Sheet 
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Taylor Press, ran June 2, 2019 - Affidavit of Publication 
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Taylor Press, ran June 2, 2019 - Tear Sheet 
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Community Impact, ran June 6, 2019 – Affidavit of Publication 
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Community Impact, ran June 6, 2019 – Tear Sheet 
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Postcard 
Mailed to 6,769 property owners on May 30, 2019 
 

 
(Front) 

 

 
(Back) 
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Email Notifications 
Meeting announcement, sent May 29, 2019 
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Comment reminder, sent July 2, 2019 
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Press Release 
Shared at press conference on May 29, 2019 
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Social Media  
Facebook notification, posted on May 29, 2019 
 

 
 

Facebook reminder, posted on June 19, 2019 
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Twitter notification, posted on May 29, 2019 
 

 
 

Twitter reminder, posted on June 19, 2019 
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Williamson County Website 
Updated with meeting information on May 29, 2019 
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https://mail.google.com/mail/u/2?ik=70cb195b6b&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1637414577998939710&simpl=msg-f%3A16374145779… 1/2

From: john lorek  
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2019 7:25 PM
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org>
Subject: South Loop

EXTERNAL email: Exercise cau�on when opening.

Is this correct? If it is and it passes during the election. We need $350,000 to go back to the Cal Ripken Sr. Foundation to
build another Ability Field.

http://www.wilco.org/Portals/0/SoutheastLoop_Route_201906224.pdf?ver=2019-06-25-113424-390

And We will need $180,000 to Rebuild the Playground at another location. CTX Ability Sports is Co-Owner with the Bridge
Community Church (We get $90,000 of the Playground Money Per attached Contract)

John Lorek

Illinois Ability Sports

2 attachments

Construction and Operating Agreement (Final).pdf
1185K

LOA-Central TX Ability Sports-The Bridge Community Church.pdf
390K
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From: Lisa Straughn  
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2019 10:34:01 AM 
To: Russ Boles 
Subject: Proposed South East Loop 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 

I attended the meeting last night to get information about plans for South East Loop.  I live in 
Lakeside Estates.   My house is the third house in this neighborhood on Little Lake Road.  We 
have lived in this neighborhood for at least 10 years.  There are only two exits from this 
neighborhood on to County Road 138.  Two of my immediate neighbors are directly affected 
but my house is not in what they consider the purple zone.  With the addition of new home 
access, the road that I live on has increased in volume of traffic.   Traffic is becoming a HUGE 
concern through our neighborhood on the two roads.   There is a neighborhood directly across 
138 that will be affected also.  My concern is this proposed loop will add to this traffic 
congestion.  I need to know how traffic will be addressed to ensure safety of the neighborhoods 
directly affected.   Please let me know.  My contact number is  
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From: Lavern Gaines  
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2019 1:22 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop Home Owner - 122 Dana Dr 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 

I am aware the Southeast Loop  is coming, therefore, I all can do is collect as much 
information as possible so I can make the best decisions for my home ownership. 

• What is the last address on Dana Drive that is being considered for purchase? I
am trying to figure out how close it is to my home.

• A specific timeline now and after funding

• A list of community partners supporting this  development

Requests: 

• An interactive map where I can input my address and it pulls specific information
as it relates to my home.

• Use clear simple language when communicating or writing print materials for
homeowners. At the hearing last week I heard the phrase “right sized” which is
planning and development language, and not used by everyday home owners.
As a homeowner that was not right sized, the language kind of said they were
right and we are on the wrong side.  Of course this isn’t reality but it is a human
perception.

• Sound barrier wall
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• Sidewalks

• Provide some kind of pest/snake control during construction to keep as many
away from current homes

• Easy access out of neighborhood

Thank you for the opportunity to give input. 

Lavern S. Gaines 
122 Dana Drive|Hutto, TX 78634 

 Mobile
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From: Cheryl Ribich   
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2019 2:11 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 
  

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
 

We appreciate the opportunity to share our concerns over the Southeast Loop. 
The decision to connect our county road to Highway 79 is devastating to us.  We realize 
that we can’t stop growth but we’re feeling a little picked on at this point. 
Valid concern for home values: 
Easing traffic issues on CR 138 is important but not if it means more noise, more 
accidents, and visible on/off ramps. We already have the toll in our face. How much 
more are we supposed to learn to live with? 
What we need: 
Sidewalks and bike lanes on both sides, red lights with sensors to keep traffic from 
backing up in any neighborhood, and sound barrier walls on BOTH sides of this road. It 
is absolutely not okay to put in this type of road, running through 2+ neighborhoods with 
out sound barrier walls.  We hear the toll road all day, every day.  Travis and Williamson 
county must work together to protect the homes values and quality of life of the 
hundreds of low to middle income families in these neighborhoods.  The rent and home 
prices are so high in central Texas that we couldn’t afford to move even if we wanted to. 
Share Timelines: 
It is important that residents are informed of timelines for every phase of this project. 
After all this is not just another road going in. This 100% affects our day to day lives in a 
very real way. 
These are not businesses you’re disrupting. These are homes and families most of 
whom are barely getting by and just trying to hold to the only thing of real value they 
have.  Help us to make this a positive experience in the end so we feel like we were 
heard and that you have done everything possible to protect our families and enhanced 
instead of destroyed our quality of life and home values. 
Thanks for listening. 
  
Cheryl C. Ribich - County Road 138 home owner 
1407 Saint Leger, Pflugerville, TX 78660 
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From:   
Sent: Tuesday, July 2, 2019 5:34 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 
  

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
 

Wilco Team, 
  
I think the road project is a good idea and should be started as soon as possible. 
The traffic on Hwy79 is only going to get worse with all the new developments 
in the area, we need some relief and we need it fast. 
  
Thanks, 
Bennie Barnes 
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From: Elise Hammock   
Sent: Tuesday, July 2, 2019 8:48 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 
  

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
 

To whom it may concern, 
  
We believe the proposed loop will greatly increase traffic that cuts through our 
subdivision (Lakeside Estates). Estate Dr in particular is a busy road already, people 
use it to cut between CR 138 & Chris Kelley Blvd. The subdivision roads that are used 
to cut through the subdivision have at least 5 school bus stops with NO sidewalks. 
  
We are concerned about the safety of the kids in our subdivision and with the increase 
in traffic and associated noise. 
  
We are not in favor of this loop and believe a loop between Toll 139 and IH 35 would be 
a better use of funds. 
  
Elise and Cody Hammock 
203 Lakemont Dr. 
Hutto, TX 78634 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Kelly Louis  
Sent: Tuesday, July 2, 2019 10:13 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop-Updates 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
________________________________ 

Hi, 
I would like updates and also does homes impacted also include those homes that will basically 
have this in our backyard? 

Thanks, 
Kelly Louis 
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From: Timothy Perry  
Sent: Wednesday, July 3, 2019 1:12 AM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 

Hello, 

From what information has been provided it seems that this road is currently only going 
to be connecting up to TX-130. And since TX 130 is a toll road the majority of the traffic 
will be getting off at the nearest point to that connection before being forced onto the 
toll. Can you add a connection point to FM 685 as well as TX-130, FM 685 is much 
better suited to handle the increased traffic than CR 138. 

Best regards, 
Tim 
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From: Larry Davies   
Sent: Thursday, July 4, 2019 12:28 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 
  

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
 

Greetings: 
I attended the Community Meeting concerning the new loop. 
My wife and I own the house located at 107 Dana Dr. and 
understand, thru my neighbors, that the highway is planned to be 
NEXT to our home.  
  
However, the representatives for Williamson County, or their 
agents, were  UNABLE to answer 3 (three) simple questions: 
  
         1. How close will the highway be to my house? 

  
         2. What will be the result of my home's value with a 
highway next to us, and                 is there some sort of 
compensation for the possible loss in value? 

  
         3. We bought in Hutto to escape the chaos and noises of 
Austin traffic and we               are wondering what the noise of 
the highway will do to our peace and                         tranquility?  
  
  
I am disabled and we had hoped to be here for the the rest of our 
lives. We do NOT want to live next to a freeway because of the 
increased neighbor hood and highway traffic, increased noise, 
and the loss of our peace and quiet. We didn't buy on the corner 
because of these reasons. 
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We are very concerned about our future, safety, and the 
dynamics of our neighborhood, and feel that TRUE transparency 
is mandatory for the success of this project. 

We would very much appreciate someone contacting us, by 
email or phone, for a meeting with ANSWERS, not runaround 
and gibberish with no definitive answers!! I feel we, as tax 
payers, have the right to know what's going on!

Sincerely,
Larry E. Davies
107 Dana Dr. 
Hutto, TX  78634
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https://mail.google.com/mail/u/2?ik=70cb195b6b&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1638514109505021450&simpl=msg-f%3A16385141095… 1/2

FW: Southeast Loop

From: Rachel Bennett  
Sent: Sunday, July 7, 2019 1:02 PM
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org>
Subject: Southeast Loop

EXTERNAL email: Exercise cau�on when opening.

Hello, 

I live in Lakeside Estates and would like to know what the plan is for the entrance to our neighborhood. It looks like the
first few homes from the front of our neighborhood will be taken. Is there a plan to reconstruct a fence and entrances as
nice or nicer to what we currently have?

At what point will we know if this plan has been approved?

Thank you,

Rachel Bennett
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https://mail.google.com/mail/u/2?ik=70cb195b6b&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1638514127433823395&simpl=msg-f%3A16385141274… 1/1

FW: Southeast Loop

From: Rachel Bennett  
Sent: Sunday, July 7, 2019 1:14 PM
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org>
Subject: Re: Southeast Loop

EXTERNAL email: Exercise cau�on when opening.

Also, what will be done to make sure there isn't a bottleneck at this intersection with 130? It already takes me 20-25
minutes to get out of Lakeside Estates and through the light at Gattis School and 685/130 frontage on a busy day. What is
the plan to make sure traffic flows smoothly and we aren't completely backed up? 

[Quoted text hidden]
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Clint Naivar  
Sent: Sunday, July 7, 2019 7:45 AM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
________________________________ 

The southeast loop isn’t for the good of transportation it’s proposed for the benefit of build out or 
development. This is obvious due to the fact in the bond proposal for November, Hutto wants 
taxpayers to pay for an over or underpass at cr 134 or close to cr 132 and hwy 79. 
If this loop was for transportation purposes the it would tie into this overpass to cross hwy 79. 
Also, with the route on 3349, why doesn’t the county use the existing ROW of 3349 and expand 
to the west? There would be no homes destroyed and less land owners to have to negotiate 
with. 
The conflict of interest that the county commissioner has regarding his real estate interest and 
ties to the properties that this loop would service is proof that this project is supported so that 
select individuals can make thousands of dollars and the remaining land owners that are 
stewards to this rich farm land are left to be chased and their land ruined due to developers. 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: Candy Walker  
Sent: Sunday, July 7, 2019 7:01 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Cc: Stephen Walker ; Candy Walker 

 
Subject: Southeast Loop 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 

Comments: 

1. A 3 lane highway may be justified, but a 10 lane highway is
grossly unjustified and a waste of tax payers money.

2. We were not notified about the loop personally effecting us
and our home until after receiving a notice the beginning of
June.  Although it has been implied we had prior knowledge.

Sincerely, 
Candy & Steve Walker 
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From: Terry K Dolan  
Sent: Monday, July 8, 2019 8:35 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 

The proposed route is probably the "least of all evils" if a road has to be done.  It allows 
the farmers and local population to continue to use existing roads during and after 
construction of the new road and have access to properties without traveling on a 
controlled access facility.  Would suggest making the future phase be an overpass at 
FM3349 so that FM3349 flows smoothly from US79 to FM1660 and perhaps the same 
thing where the future phase crosses FM1660. 

Thanks for the opportunity to give input. 

Terry Dolan 
1156 River Vista Rd 
Georgetown, TX 78628 
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From: Buz Garry  
Sent: Monday, July 8, 2019 8:07 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 

At the County’s bond proposal meeting in Taylor, the City of Hutto made a presentation in 
which it represented that it was committed to a city-financed overpass over U.S. 79 at a position 
between the current developed community and the Covert dealerships.  It requested that the 
county include bond funding to incorporate this overpass into a road network that would include 
a rerouting of FM 1660 south of U.S. 79 to bypass Hutto to the east, and to connect it to Limmer 
Loop and existing FM 1660 somewhere north of Hutto. 
I would suggest that it makes sense for the Southeast Loop plan to incorporate this route design, 
giving Hutto the east bypass it wants and providing the desired reconfiguration of FM 1660, all 
while minimizing the impact on agricultural lands to the east of the currently developed Hutto 
municipality. 
Such a route would have the beneficial effects of: 
1. 
Limiting to one the need for expensive and (during construction) disruptive construction of 
overpass interchanges on U.S. 79.  Two such currently proposed interchanges could be 
consolidated. 
2. 
Combining a workable Southeast Loop with the realignment of FM 1660 that the City of Hutto 
both wants and needs 
3. 
Minimizing, to the the greatest extent possible, the disruption and destruction of valuable 
agricultural lands between Taylor and Hutto. 
Thank you, 
Mahon B. Garry, Jr. 
2200 County Road 458 
Coupland, Texas 78615 
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From: Susan Garry   
Sent: Monday, July 8, 2019 8:14 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 
  

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
 

Regarding the previous Williamson County plan that included the Corridor that 
would have gone all the way to Hwy. 95 and possibly beyond, it is an improvement that 
this Corridor has been taken out of the plan.  I hope that it is gone for good and will not 
be reinstated in the future. 

  It seems that the proposed Southeast Loop comes too far east out into the 
valuable agricultural area of Southeast Williamson County.  I would ask that it be placed 
farther west, closer to the urban area of Hutto, possibly to hook into the overpass over 
Hwy. 79 that Hutto already wants to build. 

This southeastern part of the county contains homes and farms that have been in 
the same families for generations.  A new wide road is not needed here. The residents 
are able to get around on the existing roads, especially if they are well 
maintained.  Building this new partial loop where it is shown on the map would be a 
force for forced urbanization, encouraging the destruction of prime farmland by 
developments that would follow the construction of the road, but might not have been 
constructed otherwise. 

Thank you for this latest revision of the road plan, which is better than the 
previous one.  I would just ask that you please consider if the partial loop can be moved 
even farther away from a valuable agricultural area. 

  
Thank you, 
Susan Garry 
2200 CR 458 
Coupland, Texas  78615 
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-----Original Message----- 
From:  
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 8:06 AM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
________________________________ 

Comments: 

1. I would prefer that the route follow FM 3349 as there is already some easement space and it
seems to make sense to follow the existing corridor using CR 101 and FM 3349.

2. I am concerned about increased traffic on CR 404 and traffic speed.  We already have seen
increased traffic in the past 5 years and hardly anyone obeys the speed limit.  We routinely see
traffic going 50-70 mph by our house.  It is dangerous to be near the roadside.  Increased law
enforcement would be welcomed!

Respectfully, 

John Byrd 
601 County Road 404 
Taylor, TX 
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From: cindy cervenka  
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 11:29 AM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: "Southeast Loop" 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 

 Let me preface this by saying I have attended the Wilco public meetings on the A1, E1, 
the combination of those corridors, and now the newly named Southeast Loop. 
Wilco has been suspiciously quiet for 2018. Meetings that were scheduled with the 
public were canceled with the comment there would be more to come.  We knew you 
were working on something so I suppose this was it. We've gone from Bob Daigh 
frequently stating the corridors were needed to "move people and goods through the 
county" to Commissioner Russ Boles introducing this "rightsized" project to "enhance 
safety and mobility in eastern Williamson County", in the Williamson County Public 
Information Office Media Release dated May 29, 2019. 
In that same media release, Commissioner Boles states, "Through listening to farmers, 
property owners, neighborhood leaders, elected officials, and leaders in  education, I 
have rightsized the Southeast Loop Study to better address the current needs of 
eastern Williamson County; I am looking forward to the results as we continue to plan 
for the future."  And here is where the public has been misled. This statement indicates 
that NEW discussions have been held with the farmers; discussions held after Russ 
Boles came into office. At the Wilco public meeting I asked who these farmers 
were.  After some delay, while the correct personnel were summoned, I was surprised 
to learn that the farmers referred to in that statement were the ag-related persons who 
had made comments at the previous Public information meetings for Corridors A1, E1, 
and A2. Those meetings took place before Mr. Boles was elected. The employees also 
stated Farm Bureau had been involved. I believe they issued a statement of NON-
Support. 
This road is very different from the E1 and A1. So don't be fooled into thinking that any 
of your constituents are as supportive as you claim.  I agree that Williamson County is 
growing, although I would guess that a large percentage of that growth is not in the 
eastern part of the county. If you want to prove this particular route is needed, then your 
studies should include only this area. 
We are a rural area. The land is a precious commodity that should be protected and 
preserved.  That's what the farmers I know would tell you. Let us continue to farm. Any 
road of this magnitude will forever affect our farming ability even if we aren't right in the 
path. We have environmental concerns. A road north of my farm will most certainly 
create flooding in my direction. 
I question this route in its entirety and have to wonder whose pockets are being lined. 
Are their proposed developments along this "rightsized" route that past or present city or 
county officials, past or present county commissioners, or their heirs and assigns would 
benefit from? It makes you wonder. Any possibilty of profiting in this manner is all kind 
of shady. 
If you want to stand out and leave a legacy for the county and in particular eastern 
Williamson County do something different.  Stand up for the farmers and ranchers. 
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Preserve and protect these limited natural resources. Think outside the box. Do the right 
thing. 
This Southeast Loop is not the right thing. 
Respectfully, 
Cindy Cervenka 
12701 FM 1660 
Taylor, TX 76574 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Matthew Baran  
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 3:30 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
________________________________ 

To whom it may concern: As a Taylor resident, I am not in favor of the planned roadway 
that will empty traffic onto 79. I strongly urge that FM 973 be upgraded to divided 4 lane 
status ASAP. The traffic relief will be noticed immediately upon completion. Land is 
completely available for this project.  Matt Baran / Taylor TX 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Kim Black  
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 8:09 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
________________________________ 

This email is in regards to the above subject of the southeast loop.  I do not want this 
loop and I live in Taylor.  Just fix FM 973, only because you already asked for those 
funds - so please use them for that purpose.  It is the most used route by my family, and 
friends here in town, to get to Austin.  Don’t create more flooding where we already 
have that issue.  We have to live with crappy roads in our town, and that’s insult 
enough. 

Kim Black 

Sent from my iPad 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Gordon Druesdow  
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 3:34 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast loop 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
________________________________ 

Williamson County has passed bonds for roads already and have yet to spend any of it 
on what they said it was for.  Now the county wanting to divert that bond money from 
2013 to go towards this proposed road? spend the money we as taxpayers already 
approved of on projects they promised! improve and expand FM 973 if the county want 
a better and safer route to Austin for Taylor residents.  They took the right of way for 
widening that road many, many years ago and haven't done anything with it! 973 is my 
daily route back and forth from my home in Taylor . I am not ok with them taking 
people's homes, land and jobs by eminent domain! 

Gordon Druesdow 
Taylor 
Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Linda Durham  
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 5:23 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Cc: Linda Durham  
Subject: Southeast Loop 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 

I am a resident at 300 CR 404 and am directly impacted by this proposed UNNEEDED 
road 

Hwy 79 is a perfectly acceptable east/west route to the toll road or 95 

If people are complaining about the lights on 79 why does Hutto continue to allow 
development, that requires lights DIRECTLY on 79?   Their newest development is 
going to add another light 

I travel 973 everyday and have no problems getting into Austin.  I travel about 32 miles 
a day, each way WILLINGLY in order to live where I do.   I made the choice almost 5 
years ago to move from Cedar Park to my current location, knowing full well the impact 
of  my location on things like shopping, entertainment, convenience stores and 
commute times.  I did it because i wanted the peace quiet and SPACE from the hustle 
and bustle. 

Now you’re wanting to bring the hustle and bustle to my front door 

No thank you. 

Linda and Perry Durham 
300 CR 404 
Taylor, TX 
Williamson county voters and residents since 1986 

Please contact me as we are “directly affected” and have not spoken to anyone at 
Williamson County regarding this PROPOSED road 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Bev Grace   
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 9:47 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop disapproval  
 
EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
________________________________ 
 
The proposed SE loop is like Austin’s Mopac, it will dump traffic on 79, it’s not a loop. It is 
another exit from the toll 130 that will take out at least 9 homes right at 130 and CR 138 (the 
proposed start of this "loop") then cut across a church's activity field and proceed across to FM 
3349 where they will take right of way from people's front yards (one of them being a pecan 
orchard) as well as completely wipe out a home where it will dump more traffic onto HWY 79 
between Hutto and Taylor. The current route planned for this road will take people's land and 
homes against their will (eminent domain) when there are willing sellers just a few miles farther 
west.  Why don't they negotiate with those willing sellers? 
 
Williamson County has passed bonds for roads already and have yet to spend any of it on what 
was authorized for and divert 2013 bond  money toward SE Loop. They need to spend the 
money we as taxpayers already approved of on projects they promised!  Improve and expand 
FM 973 if they want a better and safer route to Austin for Taylor residents.  Plus FM 1431 to 
Round Rock needs expansion especially with the new Valero site and the estimated 200 trucks 
per day from that site alone. They took the right of way for widening both roads many, many 
years ago and have not acted to expand except on 1431 now where new subdivisions are going 
in. Why not finish all of 1431? 
 
We do not approve this proposed Southeast Loop. 
 
Bev & Craig Grace 
Homeowners 
Taylor 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Tammy Horton Keys   
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 4:38 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 
  

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
 

We are against the Southeast Loop plan. Aside from it being nothing more than a land grab, it does not follow 
the TX Constitution . Basically what we would be paying for the upgrade of property for contractors to come in 
put in subdivisions and make money off of. This isn't what Eminent Domain is supposed to be used for. It's also 
not for population growth or for taxing. 
  
You have passed bonds before and we have yet to see the results. Our towns roads are some of the worst in 
the county ( I hear that from visitors) and yet we are taxed the highest in the county. Where is the money 
going? Murphy park was supposed to be a flood reservoir, when was the last time it was dredged? I understand 
you were not able to wade across it when it was built, but hasn't had upkeep and you sure can now. Where's the 
money going?   
  
I certainly hope the people wake up and understand how they are being taken for a financial ride on a very 
bumpy street they paid for many times over. 
Sincerely, 
The Keys family 
Taylor, TX 
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From: Kelley Hosek  
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 1:22 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Comments RE: Proposed Southeast Bypass 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

I would like to express my deep dissatisfaction with the proposed road currently slated 
for southeastern Williamson County along County Road 138, the proposed Southeast 
Loop.  Your plan does nothing to alleviate the already-congested intersection of CR 138 
and SH 130.  Relieving current congestion should take priority over a proposed road to 
nowhere that some land speculator thinks will be a boon to the local economy. 

Do not call this a "loop".  A loop is what San Antonio has in 410 or Houston has with 
610 or Beltway 8.  A loop is a closed figure where the beginning and the end of the line 
overlap at some point.  This is not even a spur road because it doesn't go to any 
place.  Call this what it is: bypass.  You are trying to bypass the main commercial area 
of Hutto.  Shame on you for hijacking our city's tax base. 

Now, why would you put a bypass in that area of Hutto?  How much time do you save? 
A minute?  Where are you going?  If you are looking to accommodate the imagined little 
league baseball fans that will flock to your new sports complex, they would be better-
suited to take SH 130 to US 79.  Why don't you develop that?  Make US 79 more like 
SH 71 through Bastrop.  THAT would be a MUCH better use of my tax dollars for 
transportation.  Keep these travelers in the commercial corridor.  Make money for the 
city and the businesses that line the highway. 

Your road collides three times with the 100-year floodplain, according to the map you 
provided.  What does this mean for future development?  As we saw after Hurricane 
Harvey in Houston, building in the floodplain does not yield good results for those in the 
floodplain itself, nor for those who were properly platted outside the floodplain.  How can 
we be sure that our neighbors will not experience the same fate as the folks in Taylor 
where there were flooding concerns, brought on by development, just this spring?  This 
may not seem like a big deal to you; maybe you don't have to buy flood insurance.  But 
folks need to know that your construction will alter the way water flows across this area, 
and if they choose to build a business or a residential development, they may not be 
able to afford to insure it.  And then comes the rain… 

We need better transportation options in the region.  This proposed road is not a 
solution, but just another part of the problem.  If you want to improve mobility, how 
about making some of these county roads into parkways, similar to the newly opened 
section of road that connects Limmer Loop to FM 1431?  BUT, you have to add bicycle 
and pedestrian access to all future roads.  Connect these parkways to the park trail that 
is developing in this region--hey, now THERE'S a concept!  Make it easier for families 
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and kids to bike around this area.  Take a bike to the library! Take a bike to the 
shopping centers!  It would make the whole area more attractive to folks who want to 
live in the region, increasing tax revenue from all the homes and apartments that would 
be built.  Connect the trails to hotel sites, add rental bikes and scooters, so that visitors 
could take a trip to the park--let Hutto get a piece of the scooter/bike pie. 
 
Most importantly, however, you must solve the traffic problem at CR 138/Gattis School 
Road and SH 130.  DO NOT let anyone EVER AGAIN build an 
overpass/underpass/flyover without building the U-turns/flyovers in all applicable 
directions at the time of the original build.  Don't buy into the whine that it costs too 
much now; it will cost EVEN MORE in the future, when traffic proves the necessity of 
these U-turns and flyovers--just look at US 183 and IH 35.  Perhaps having a well-
planned road with already-built U-turns could have solved some of the headaches we 
have in the CR 138/Gattis School Road intersection right now.  How many accidents 
have to happen there before we see a change? 
 
Do something about the existing traffic on westbound CR 138, especially on weekday 
mornings.  Re-arrange the traffic patterns to allow a double-lane left turn from CR 138 
westbound to SH 130 southbound.  Build a south-to-north U-turn over SH 130 to ease 
the traffic for folks who have shopped at the HEB complex.  Make CR 138 more of a 
parkway, like Gattis School Road, all the way to CR 137.  Put up sound-dampening 
walls along the way, especially for neighborhoods where you will condemn the 
property.  Make CR 137 into a parkway from CR 138 to FM 1660. 
 
This proposed Southeast Loop Bypass is poorly thought-out.  Please go back to the 
drawing board and try again.  Consider more than the parcels up on US 79 where there 
is nothing.  Consider adding to the vibrancy of the entire city of Hutto.  And more 
importantly, consider solving current traffic congestion now. 
  
Thank you for your consideration, 
Kelley Hosek 
Lakeside Estates 
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From: Larry Hosek   
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 11:11 AM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop Comments 
  

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
 

To Whom It May Concern, 
  I live at 118 Little Lake Road, Hutto, in the Lakeside Estates subdivision.  The 
proposed highway will take out the first several houses at the beginning of my 
street.  While it seems inevitable that this road will be built I would like to make a few 
suggestions.  
  
- The current traffic on CR1`38 as it intersects SH 130 is getting out 
of control.  Especially during AM & PM rush hour it is becoming more and more 
congested and dangerous.  During the school year, in the morning, the traffic backs up 
into our neighborhood. I would like to suggest a double-lane left turn so more cars could 
turn during each light cycle.  Or at the least make the second land an optional left turn 
(as many are already doing that anyway).  I would suggest something be done about 
this immediately, as once school starts the problem will become much worse. 
  
-  For the proposed road, I hope it will actually alleviate traffic.  I'm not sure it will since it 
seems to bypass most of the locations where the current traffic is coming from.  The 
intersection where it dead-ends into HWY79 no one lives.  Most of the current traffic 
is coming from Hutto and not Taylor.  I'm aware that most roads are built by and for 
developers and development.  It seems more about future development then fixing 
current traffic problems. 
  
-  At my residence the road noise from SH 130 can be extremely loud at times, 
especially in the morning and evening.  With the proposed road being even closer to my 
house I would like to suggest installing noise barriers.  Anything that can be done to 
alleviate the noise from the new road and SH 130 would be greatly appreciated.  
  
- My last suggestion is to be up-front and transparent with the people in the area as 
this process continues.  Having only one open house from (4-7) on a weekday night 
was not enough.  As you likely know many who live in the are work in areas like Austin 
and that likely wasn't a convenient time for many.  It made it seem like you were trying 
to depress turn out.  Please try to adjust the schedule in the future.  At least one on a 
weekend or later in the evening, so that more of us that commute and work during the 
week can attend.  
  
Thank you. 
-Larry Hosek 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Carolyn Kempner   
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 6:33 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 
 
EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
________________________________ 
 
Please consider this as my opposition to the Southeast Loop project. The benefit  does 
not justify the expense and we feel there is an inherent conflict of interest and improper 
motivation for the project. Please cancel the project. Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Carolyn Kempner 
Maurice Kempner 
3000 CR 425 
Thorndale 76577 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Jeff Keys   
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 5:05 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 
  

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
 

To:  Wilco Commissioners : 
  

Regarding the  "right sized" Southeast Loop to avoid Hutto;  

First of all, it is NOT a loop around Hutto. It is another exit from the toll 130 that will take out at least 9 homes right at 
130 and CR 138 (the proposed start of this "loop") then cut across a church's activity field and proceed across to FM 
3349 where they will take right of way from people's front yards (one of them being a pecan orchard) as well as 
completely wipe out a home where it will dump more traffic onto HWY 79 between Hutto and Taylor at our precious 
town's (Taylor) eyesore of a rail yard they have planned for construction. 

There is far more involved than just being a two lane road. THERE IS NO JUSTIFICATION FOR TAKING 350 FEET 
OF RIGHT OF WAY FOR A TWO LANE ROAD THAT ALREADY EXISTS THERE! Sounds like it will be TEN 
LANES! The current route planned for this road will take people's land and homes against their will (eminent domain) 
when there are willing sellers just a few miles farther west. Why don't they negotiate with willing sellers? Because 
Russ Boles has his hand in the cookie jar with Taylor's Rail Yard and Hutto's Megasite. Also, Hutto wants nothing to 
do with this Southeast Loop! It's all for Taylor. 

Williamson County has passed bonds for roads already and have yet to spend any of it on what they said it was for. 
Now they're wanting to divert that bond money from 2013 to go towards this monstrosity. You need to spend the 
money we as taxpayers already approved of on projects they promised! Improve and expand FM 973 to make a 
better and safer route to Austin for Taylor residents. The Count took the right of way for widening that road many, 
many years ago and haven't done anything with it! I am not OK with them taking people's homes, land and jobs by 
eminent domain!  

I grew up in Los Angeles County in the '50s through the '70s and saw many expensive and devastating projects that 
failed within a few years only to bring on new ones. Get it right and do it right. 

  

Sincerely, 

Jeff Keys 

Taylor TX 
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From: Chris Meyer  
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 4:12 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Disapproval of Southeast Loop 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 

To whom it may concern, 

I am writing to let you know of my disapproval of the proposed "Southeast Loop" 
connecting Highway 79, west of Taylor, to 130, south of Hutto. This project would be a 
gross misuse of tax dollars and should also be considered an abuse of the hard working 
people that will have their land, and part of their livelihoods, stripped away to make way 
for something that is only wanted by a small percentage of people, and needed by 
none. 

Williamson County carries enough debt as it is, don't take on more burden for the 
citizens of this county for something that isn't even needed! 

Respectfully, 
Chris Meyer 
Resident of WilCo Precinct 4 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Jean Oswald  
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 4:29 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 
________________________________ 

As a resident and homeowner in Taylor, Texas, I urge you not to proceed with your 
plans for the Southeast Loop. 

I honestly can't understand why you would have planned this in the first place.  It would 
do very little to alleviate the traffic and will cause flooding later on.  It's inconvenient and 
will not help. 

I drive 973 to Manor everyday.  The backlog occurs at 290.  I was informed years ago 
that 973 would be widened.  That obviously hasn't happened. 

You don't need to make more roads.  You need to invest in getting alternative 
transportation moving.  We need mass transit.  We need effective train systems and 
metro bus systems. 

I heartily urge you to stop this project.  I will be watching.  And I do vote.  Every time. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Oswald 
1317 Davis Street 
Taylor, Texas 76574 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Melanie Rathke  
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 3:40 PM 
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org> 
Subject: Southeast Loop 

EXTERNAL email: Exercise caution when opening. 

I do not think Williamson county needs to be building any new roads, especially with 
bond money that was passed for fixing existing roads and bridges (2013 bonds 
passed).  I for one, feel like if any roads are going to be expanded or widened, for an 
alternative route for Taylor to Austin, you should start with widening FM 973.  From what 
I understand, the R-O-W was acquired for that years ago and has never been done.  

The families that could lose their land through eminent domain for this proposed project 
is just shameful.  There are willing sellers a mile or so west of this proposed 
location.  Why aren't you negotiating with them?  Stop this land grab!  

Sincerely, 
Melanie Rathke 
Taylor, Texas resident 
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From: Williamson County [mailto:noreply@wilco.org] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 5:52 PM 

To: roadadmin <roadadmin@wilco.org> 

Subject: Contact From Susan Schmidt 

Road and Bridge Contact Us 

Name Susan Schmidt 

Phone Number  

E-Mail Address 

Home Address (Oponal) 300 Lake Road

Coupland 78615

Category/Topic Other

Subject Corridor (east)

Message I have strong reservations about this corridor that connects 130 to 79. It's not needed. If

people have moved out here, they should be aware of the commute time. I spent 25 years

commuting to Round Rock from Coupland and I had to adjust my commute time many times.

If you move to Central Texas, expect traffic problems. I will not vote for any bonds for this road

until the county roads in eastern Williamson County are totally repaired. There are many

people moving out to that area & the roads are horrible. There are also school buses that

traverse these very dangerous roads twice daily during the school year. Until these roads are

totally reconditioned, no bonds for this corridor. I invite all commissioners as well as the

county engineer and the heads of road & bridge to travel these roads in eastern Williamson

County. Everyone in this county should be made aware of them.
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Southeast Loop Route Map 
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